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FROM MEMORY’S REALM

Fort Wallace another man. Bill
Comstock, laid claim to being the
real Buffalo Bill. A tournament
was arranged between the two Bulfalo Bills; Comstock armed with a
.44 Henry rifle holding 12 cartrdges in its magazine. Cody pinned
his faith to his old single shot
Sharps. At the end of the day
Cody's score was 69 buffalo to 46
for Comstock. Never again was Co
dy’s title of Buffalo Bill challenged.
Eighteen sixty eight to 1872 he
acted as government scout from
Fort Laramie. On one occasicn he
carried emergency dispatches a
distance of 355 miles of day and
night riding. General Sheridan ap
pointed him chief of scouts for the
5th cavalry. In 1872 he was elected
to the Nebraska Legislature on the
Democratic ticket. About thi; time
he appeared on the stage in New
York in Ned Buntline's play The
Scout of The Plains.”
In 1876: Cody was again a scout
for the 5th Cavalry. The massacre
of Custer and his command on
June 25th had just occurred The
entire nation was stunned by the
news; every army man on the fron
tier had but one wish; to crush
the Indians so thoroughly that
such a slaughter could never hap
pen again. A band of 800 hostile
Cheyennes left for the Red Cloud j
agency on their way to join Sitting i
Bull. Riding hard to head them
off was the 5th Cavalry.
Many legends have been told ot
the famous duel between Builalo
Bill and Yellow Hand, the Chey
enne chief. From Buffalo Bill's
own account of the fight, a- veri
fied by Lieut. King of the 5th cav
alry, and other witnesses, tins is'
the true story.
During a skirmish with a de
tached band of tlie Chevcnncs.:
Chief Yellow Hand rode out in
front of his warriors and shouted a
challenge daring Pahaska—Buffalo
Bill—to meet him in single com
bat. Stil burning with fury at the
death of his friend Custer. Cody in
stantly charged. At 30 paces his
rifle barked and the Indian’s
horse fell dead.
At the same instant Bill’s horse
stumbled and threw him. As Bill
(Continued on Page Two)

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE
Sunday, January 28—4.00 P. M.
Litsa Vardavoulis on Greece, Sicily, Italy and Capri.
Beautiful Movies with Description

ST. PETER’S UNDERCROFT

Public Notice
Due to the increased expense of operating we
are forced to increase our Taxi Fares, starting
Feb. 1, 1951. This is the first time in the Taxi
business that prices have ever been advanced.
Here are some of the reasons—
Autos advanced 100'
fuel advanced 90'
insurance advanced 20%; maintenance 60*7;
living costs have advanced 50%. This has all
taken place since 1940.
The only increase will be in the single passengers,
fares will be 35c instead of 25c. All other fares
will remain the same. Rockland, to our knowledge,
is the only place in Maine that has a fare as low
as 25c.
Two people from the same location will still be
25c each. Children under 12 years with parents
will ride for half fare. Single child under 12 with
parent, no charge. Two children under 12, accom
panied with parents, will be 25c; if not accompanied
with parents, the fare will be 35c. Picking up gro
ceries at markets will be the same, 50c. Delivery
of small packages will be 50c.
Prices will be posted in every cab in Rockland.

ROKES & HARVEY, WOOD’S TAXI LINE
O’SULLIVAN TAXI, PARK STREET LUNCH TAXI,
JOHNNY’S TAXI, TWN TAXI
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JAYCEES CLOSE FOURTH YEAR

Elks Boost Polio Fund With Check

THE BLACK CAT
By The Ravine R»»erte»

Charter Night Party At Snow Bowl Thursday
Attended By State President Souci

Fred Blaisdell Comes To My Rescue With An
Accurate Story Of Famous Western
Characters
(Second Installment)
In 1860 the Pony Express was organized. The best of horses and
tough men to ride them were re
quired. Though Cody was only 14
his reputation backed by some fast
talking, won a job as rider on the
easy stretch between Leavenworth
and St. Joseph. That Spring his
mother sent word she was sick and
he quit to visit her, but as soon as
6he was better he returned and re
applied for job as Express rider.
This time he applied for, and was
given, the dangerous stretch be
tween Red Buttes on the North
Platte and Three Crossings, on the
Sweetwater.
One day he rode into Three
Crossings to find that his relief
mtn had been killed. Though dusty,
tired and hungry, Cody rode on
without food cr rest. He covered
the 85 miles farther and returned
to Bed Buttes, 322 miles total, a
record ride during the life of the
Pony Express,
Brushes with Indians were com
mon. One rider was scared when a
band of Indians surrounded him, to
his relief they merely wanted to
know what he was carrying that
made him ride so fast. Fortunately
his good sense had kept him from
opening Are on them, after they
had satisfied their curiosity he was
allowed to proceed unharmed and
with the mail intact.
Once when Cody was to carry a
payroll he was tipped off that he
was to be robbed. He fooled the
bandits by earning false mail
pouches in the usual place, the real
pouches he hid under his saddle.
He was stopped by two men, as
they were eagerly opening the false
pouches he upset them by spurring
his horse against them. Before
they could recover their wits he had
disappeared in a cloud of dust. 1861
to 1863 Bill served as dispatch
bearer for the government. In 1864
he enlisted in the Kansas Volunteer
Infantry and served to the end of
the 'war. 1865 to 1866 he drove
a stage between Fort Kearney and
Plum Creek, 35 miles. 1867 to 1868
he hunted buffalo for the Union
Pacific Railroad.
In 18 months he killed 4.280 buf
falo to feed 1200 section hands. At

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPT

Members of the Rockland Junior
Chamber of Commerce observed
the fourth charter night of the or
ganization at the Snow Bowl at
Hosmer's Pond Thursday evening.
Roosevelt Souci of Pittsfield, the
State president of the Jaycees. and
City Council Chairman Carl Stil
phen of Rockland were guests of
honor at the affair.
Sam Collins, representing the
guest committee, briefed the group
on the service of Edward Gordon
to the Chamber which has covered
the unexpired term of a previous
president and one term of his own.
Gordon introduced the speakers of

Connellan, center, receives a f ietk for SlOO from William Flanagan which was a gift
of Elks to the March of Dime i. Observing the presentation arc Exalted Ruler Jame'
B Parsons, Elks fund commit icemen. The lodge raised one-half the donation with
drew the remainder from the dub treasury.

THE CRUISE OF THE M. V. SCANIA

They have some humorists down
in St. Petersburg. Fla., and they
have formed an organization known
General Seafoods To Put as The Sunshine Aroma, Order ot
Over Middle Tow For the Deodorized Skunk" with Dick
Price as grand stinker,” We can
Central Maine
lend the Order a few skunks in
General Seafoods Shipyard will their natural condition.
launch a 28-foot steel tugboat for
Mrs Augustine Newhall of Ash
Central Maine Power Company at
Point wonders if The Black Cat
3 p. m. Monday. Miss Joann Hud knows the real purpose of red
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob berries which we gather in the
ert W. Hudson of Masonic street, Fall for our window boxes and
wreaths. Does the Cat know, for
will christen the craft.
| instance, that the birds and squir
The new tug is similar in design
rels eat them when Winter comes?
to the 40 foot Big Tow launched
“I usually let people pick our red
last year for the power company
and will be christened the Middle berries in the Fall but I doubt if
Tow. She will be trucked to Dead ! most people would want them If
River Dam for use in rafting timber I they knew the little animals and
I birds depend on these berries.”
on the lake.
Trial runs will be held in the writes Mrs. Newhall. “The little anlharbor after the tug is lowered in i mals and birds are well taken care
to the water by crane after being ! of at our house, they are fed dally
moved from the plate shop of the j but they still love to eat the red
berries."
yard where she was built.
Power will be supplied by a
One year ago: Wesley Reynolds,
Caterpillar diesel engine.
Thomaston newsboy, was seriously

To Launch Monday

Teachers Met
Postmaster James
of the Kockland l odge
burns, left, and George
a party at thr club and

the evening in turn.
Souci showed a colored film on
the activities at the national con
vention of the Jaycees which he
attended in his capacity as head of
the statewide association. Enter
tainers were John Powell who gave
a pantomime on the American girl
getting up in the morning; and
Eddie Harriman who played the
part of Mr. Wewsik at the piano.
Dancing and refreshments high
lighted the evening with group
singing climaxing the affair which
A New York gambler named
marked the close of the fourth Adonis is to be cited for contempt.
year of service of the Jaycees to Seems as if we had heard that
the city and coastal area.
name somewhere before.

Thomaston and Union Club
Met With the Buswells;
Interesting Program

The Thomaston and
Union
Teachers Club met Monday eve
County Well Represented On ning at the home of Mr and Mrs.
Ernest Buswell. 81 Talbct avenue.
Maritime Academy Cadet Rockland.
A short business meeting
Cruise List
followed and a program—KodaThe Maine Maritime Academy chrome transparencies about a trip
lists the names of several cadets to California by Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Talbot of Rockland and a
from the Knox County area who
reading by Mrs. Robert Gregory of
Fi'h snd salt arc plentiful in that Brazil was his country, but his
are aboard the training ship
Refreshments
were
tropical waters. One day as we fendest dream was to live in Mon American Sailor which is now on Rockland
served by Mi's. Buswell, Mrs.
tana.
This
would
be
cowboy's
lay at anchor, in Rio de Janeiro,
a training cruise.
Clara Kelsey. Mrs. Myra Scam
name was Johnny Caras Lindas,
Senior midshipmen listed are, mon and Mrs. Bertha Thurston.
waiting for berth, a young Bra
and when he introduced himself
zilian. with an old boat came along he gave it to me in English— Leonard Galiano, son of Antonio
Those present were Mrs. Cath
Galiano of 84 Park street. Rock
erine Flint. Mrs. Stella Robinson,
side, and asked if anyone wanted Johnny Beautiful Face.
land; Clifford E. Harper, son of
Johnny B. F. was a government Mrs. Frank R. Harper, 20 Chestnut Mrs. Priscilla Crockett. Mrs. Hazel
to taxi ashore with him.
No one was interested
Then official in Porto Alegre, which is no street. Rockland; Jack S. Passon, Young. Mrs. Joanna Morris. Mrs.
Florence Gardiner, Mrs. Christina
Approximately oneLil ian saw him. and ccnvinced distinction.
son of John E. Passon. of 21 Gay
him and me that his boat was sea third of the population works for street. Rockland. Also listed is Stanley. Adrea Thorbjorsen, Mrs.
worthy enough, to take us out to the government and there are John M. Joseph, Jr., cf Portland Arlene Holman. Mrs. Martha Davis.
one of the numerous islands that many petty offi'isl?. Down here who is a former Rockland resident |I Mrs. Lenora Davis.
Mrs. Sarah Montgomery, Mrs.
lay in the harbor No one lives on with so mony policias” bribes are and son of Lt. Cmdr. John M. Jo
injured when struck by Vinal's da
Myra
Scammon, Mrs. Clara Kelley.
the
common
thing
and
a
ticket
these island . for good enough rea
seph. USCG.
iry truck.—A Rockland delega
1
Miss
Pearl
Higgins,
Miss
Rebecca
son . They arc mostly st tie, cov anywhere. Ships don't dock until
Listed in the Junior Class and on 1
tion was well received in Halifax.—
ered with a thick jungle growth. you piece eff the custom-men, and the cruise are Lawrence S. Spifrta 1 Robertson. Clayton Huiuiewell. Mr.
Herbert Young, 12; was injured in
Snapshots
Of
Old
Home
Did
.
and
Mrs.
Harlan
Bragdon.
Special
’’And we will fish.” said Li’lian. as if you don't offer them hospitality, j of Camden, son of Antonio Sparta |
a car accident on Washington
Fred
Simmons
a
World
I
guests
were
F.
L.
S.
Morse.
Joseph
they
ask
for
it.
she put a box of wine anchovies in
of 34 Pearl street, and George C. |
street,
Camden.—Jan. 26, the tem
But not Johnny Beautiful Face Thomas, son of Mrs. Elsa M Blaisdell, Linden Christie. Mrs.
Of Good
her pocket fcr bait.
perature was 44 above—Deaths:
|
Robert
Gregory.
Mrs.
Bertha
He
read
tco
many
Westerns
to
be
The whole trip, oui’ pilot stood
Watertown, N. Y., Jan. 12 Rockland, Ralph E. Doherty, 73;
Thomas of Union.
' Thurston, Mr. and Mrs. William
on the bow of our bouncing little a bad man.
Cadets in their first year listed I
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— ! Damariscotta, Charles N. Kaler of
I invited him to come along with from this area are: Thomas C. I Talbot and the hostess and her
boat and gave us profile. We were
(Overture)
Waldoboro, 78.
almost there and he started un us, up to the city, figuring on using Baum, son of Madolin T. Baum, of husband. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest , The day is dark and gloomy.
Buswell.
him
for
a
guide.
Lillian
wouldn
’
t
dressing. Stopped when he came
5 High street, Thomaston: Robert j
, It is cold, and looks like snow,
to the flashiest pair of baihir.g hear of it. She doesn't trust any W. Day. son of George M. Day of
j But it won't be so awful bad
trunks I've ever seen. "Me Tarzan,” body without blue eyes, ever since Union and Deane E. Deshon, son of
Walter Sprowl of Appleton was
j If the wind don't start to blow.
a taxi-cab driver let her sleep Mellen C. Deshon of 194 Camden |
he announced.
fined $20 in court Thursday on
A group of 85 parents and friends !1 sit waiting for the mailman,
We came to our island, climbed while Ihe meter ran up to $10.. We
charges of driving after his license
street. Rockland
Also in ’; xnet Monday evening to hear Earl As I have often done before
upon a flat rock, and helped Tar would surely end up as dead politi freshman class are Dana B. Sleeper Melgard
had been revoked.
the Thomaston g,.^, And when he leaves the Courier
• • • •
zan up Jungle foliage isn’t pretty cal prisoners, in Ills confidence.
of 157 Talbot avenue. Rockland,
speak on the Five Plagues All ls sunshine here once more.
A case of operating an overloaded
But he was nice He gave us his son of Cleveland B Sleeper. Jr.. board
tlote-up. Stems and leaves are
Q{
The enclosed is what your very truck against Irving H. Mott of
thick and tough. It was peaceful picture and took us out to a dairy. and John W Stevens, son of RobPollowing ’ the regular busi„ess
sitting under a blue sky, looking The State of Rio Grande do Sul ert A. Stevens of 34 Warren street. the prQgram chalrlady Mrs Theo. good friend, Ralph Smith, and West Enfield was filed by the court.
other corresponding friends will Mott was identified as a veteran
out cn the very blue water. Tarzan is the “pampas" of Brazil with rich
Rockland.
dore Lgjjd introduced Miss Janet receive in good time. I send them of the Korean campaign and home
he ped Lillian with her line. I was farming land. It's where the
FIRST AID INSTRUCTORS
Jordan of the first ^ade, who all kinds of tripe in hopes they will on leave and driving a vehicle
chewing on a sugar cane. Then President-elect Vargas has his
The Knox
County Chapter, i san« threc popular
Another quit writing (?) but, to my great I which was the property of another.
with a Yankee windup he pitched ranch. Johnny B F. forgot Mon
out both ends of Lillian's line, and tana. forgot the time, and got lost American Red Cross requests that pup11’ Miss Barbara Brazier of the joy. they write scon after and again
Clemmy lived
in his own descriptions of tlie all former First Aid Instructors sixth grade executed an intricate I I send another armful.
it sank from sight forever.
I dashed eff the “Trials and Tri
It >ould take a book to write the
He fe'.t badly and told us. "Me countryside. Wc took him back vhese certificates have lap ed. and, acrobatic dance. Both girls were
memories
about Pelt Hill and surumphs
”
just
after
reading
the
who
arc
interested
in
having
,.
hcsc
warmly
applauded
with
us
and
interrupted
him
only
make you monkey.” It ail meant
renewed, to contact the office at
Tasty refreshments of sand- verses by Mr:. L. S. C. in Black rounding sections. Even yet I rehe was going to catch a monkey to say "Goodbye."
447 Main street. Rockland, as scon ; wiches’ cupcakes and punch were Cat, and wondered if you were in- member Phil's home-cut polo stick
(To Be Continued»
for us, and he disappeared into the
served by the fourth grade room I tcrested in using, but kept putting ®s well as my Pelt Hill tree as you
bush
Wc heard him crashing
Fly anywhere in the world. Plane
mothers.
j off as usual.
j used to call it.
along and whooping. Then he
This month the attendance banPreston Howard wrote me that he I The intent is to ask you to consprang out from under a banana and Hotel reservations and tickets.
1 ner was won by Mrs. Paulitz’ class. | was his own sweet smiling self ’ vev ”iy pleasure to Phil for the
468
leaf, over ta us. and proudly pre Rockland Travel Bureau,
The presence of many fathers made ! again after a surgical operation last chance to see the familiar places
sented not a monkey, but a baby Main street. Tel 563-R
2-Th&S-tf
this contest a close one.
Fall. He wondered why I live in a once more, and they were a loan
cocoanut each. We tried to look
cold
climate like Watertown also.; only, so returned them to Preston.
pleased, but found it hard to keep
If you run out of hot dish mats
gasped for breath to
Preston is along in years but I
from laughing. He had wrapped
use several layers of newsprint,; d 1 '
think
that
our
city
should
have
would
still pick him to ride the
himself around with grapevine*.
bind the edges and there you have I
such a reputation, but I gasp easily. river if necessary and I am sure
Moral of the story . . Brazilian
them, at very slight cost. Newsprint
I am sure you would be both -vou would pick Phil for your partmen are demonstrative and gallant
St. Bernard’s Parish Hall
on sale at The Courier-Gazette
pleased and surprised at the many ner- Friendship is like that, ain’t
where ladies arc concerned.
(unprinted)
l«50
THURSDAY, FEB. 1
time I have found it necessary to' D*® truth?
The second thing a Brazilian has
come to the defense of Maine, and
Finis.
ever asked me, is how I like Brazil,
SUPPER 5.0(1 TO 7.00
Roekland in particular, and the I sit here and write.
and wth the expression on his
First Serving at 5 O'clock
face, I'd tetter say yes Only I
j very able manner in which I did And keep racking the brain.
As if I have no intention
Rockland
High
Schofll
so in the past.
give them much more. I say yes,
Ham and Beans
VB.
yes. very fine and plenty good.
Preston mentioned that Phil was Of writing again.
Adults 75c: Children 35c
One little fellow told me after
through on the way to visit Con- It really is late
Camden High School
lie cast his furtive glance about.
,
rad
and he left some snapshots of And I am tliinking by GOR.
Boys’ and Girls’ Gamr at the
• Every lype R cylinder of Pyro
Pelt Hill, one of which included It is time to be writing
FAX Gas is guaranteed lo contain
COMMUNITY BUILDING our old home at the end of the To say Awc-Re-War! which is very
100 lbs. of gas. by weighl. This is
TUESDAY, JAN. 30
street. Words fail to express my
Frenchy fcr
enough io last lhe average family
at 7.30
very great pleasure at seeing the Toodly-ooo, Fred C Simmons, 266
Ihree or more months lor cooking.
Adults 60c; Children 30r
old place again, as well as that of i E. Moulton Street, Watertown, N.Y.
Presents
Pyrofax Gas is the superior bot
Gr. School Students 20c
Phil’s home and the McIntosh place
tled gas service for refrigeration and
12-13
A THREE ACT FARCE
water-healing, too. See us today for
where Jimmy.
Wentworth and
the best in gas appliances -the best

Eleven On Cruise

Sylvia MacKinnon Of Tenant’s Harbor Gives
a First Hand Account

Recalls “Pelt Hitt”

In Municipal Court

McLain PTA Notes

PUBLIC SUPPER

BASKETBALL

The Star Circle of Thomaston

“You Said It”
By Dorothy Connover

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY

ALMON B COOPER

Mobil flame

in bottled gas service.

ffiesfss.
Superior BOTTLED GAS Semen

GAME PARTY
Entertainment and
Refreshments

WATTS HALL. THOMASTON

TUESDAY,JAN. 30

CURTAIN 8.15

8.00 P. M.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31
Adults 75 cents, tax included—f hildren 50 cents, tax included.
Special Permission by Samuel French of New York
12-13

Albert E. MacPhail

Owl’s Head Town Hall

443 MAIN 8TTEL. 738
ROCKLAND. ME.

Auspice* Owl’s Head Grange

Benefit Polio Fund

GAME PARTY

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

IE3I

□

BOTTLO

At the

American Legion Home
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
FREE Bus leaves Wood’s Tsai
Station, Winter SL. at 7.30 and
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.

Game Starts

11-12

SOCONYVACUUM

Ut F. JL

3-5-tf

a appuanen
MC UC

COMPTON’S
282 MAIN ST, KOCKLAND

1135
3-S-tf

Lucky Strike Alleys
By Joe Talbot

T uesday-THursday-SaluT^ay

Rockland Co'urier-Ga/ette, Saturday, January 27, 1951

PsyTwg ~
to lead in this department.
Independent League: The Braves
and Giant? hooked up in a real duel
with the league leading Brave?
adding five points on a grand total
of 12 pins. It couldn't have been
much closer, with the winner
taking the first string by 11, tving
the second and taking the third
by one little ole pin. &ick?on came
over fjom West Rockport and
showed them the way with a 282
total.
Bunny Young had his Rocket? in
high gear as they clipped the cham
pion Atoms for tour points. Cap
tain Young in the leading role with
a total of 291 Izzy Prince rolled
279 to lead the Atoms
That genial ma.'ter ol the Cotlee
Shop also leads this league with an I
average of 96.36
Two teams of ladies and onoe j
men’s team were defeated at Dam
ariscotta Sunday night as the lo
cals really poured it on the home
town forces Parsons and Pierce
led the Damariscotta girl? to a 56point victory with totals of 498 and
482 respectively. Margaret Colwell
was Camden's ace, notching a total
of 483 Parson? had the top single
with 117.
The other ladies’ team was
downed by 88 pins, with Cooney
leading the attack by a 463 total
; Jensen was high line for Camden
with a 447 total
The Damariscotta men avenged
a precious defeat by dawning Cam
den with 67 pins. Burnham topped
the local? with a total of 516. Hobbs
chalking up a 503 total to lead the
Camden team.
This Sunday, Oldtown men and
women will be at Camden for
matche- in the afternoon

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL!

BOB MAYO ON SPORTS
Guest Writer Gives Credit To Forgotten Men
Of Sports—Bulwer Scores Support Change

Bowling Averages
One of the highlights of each
bowling season is the presentation
of the individual bowler's aver
age?. The first four men present a
notable achievement with aver
ages running over ICO. The great
labor involved in the compilation
was done by Rockland's top sports
loyalist and to him goes the appre
ciation of this newspaper.
Individual Eowling averages for
season just completed in the Rockland Bowling League.
100.7
Hobbs. Legion.
101.7
Alley, Spruce Head,
Arico. Elk?.
101.3
100.1
Rackliff P. O No. 2.
Gay. Independents.
99.8
99.2
Norton, Elk?,
98 5
R. Perry. P O No 2.
98.4
H. Carr, Shells,
982
Gatcomb. Shells.
98.1
C. Carr, Elks,
98.0
Sleeper, Gulf,
97.8
Melville, Genera! Sea Food
O. Smith, Shells.
97.6
R. Simmons. Independents, 97.3
Gray, Independents.
972
96.8
DanieLson, Gulf,
96.5
E. Cook, Shells,
96.k
Robinson. M.C.R.R..
W Willis, General Sea Food . £5.9
95 9
Anasiasio, Elk.?.
95.9
Colby. Gulf.
95.8
Stewart. P O. No. 1.
95.8
Dimiek. M.C.R.R.,
95 7
Legage, I.O.O.F..
95.7
Hodgkins. Ind. pendent,
95.6
B. Makinen. 1.0 O F .
95.6
Sukeforth, Lime Co.,
95.5
M. Benner, I.O.O.F
95.5
Boggs. Spruce Head.
95.3
L Drinkwater. Gulf,
94 1
Richardson. M.C.R.R
W. Drinkwater. Spruce Head, 92.9
93.9
I. Smith. Knox B. C.,
938
F Perry, Shells,
93.7
Lothrop, Elks,
93.5
Raymond, Legicn,
93.5
W. Ames, Water Co,
K Drinkwater, Spruce Head 93.3
93.1
Ma -Pherson, P. O No. 2,

L. Cook. Shells,

Genevicz. General Sea Food.
Doak, Water Co.,
S. Willis, General Sea Food.
Calder. General Sea Food,
J. McLoon. Shells,
Moulaison. P O No. 1.
E. Simmons, Water Co.
Hopkins. Gulf,
Mank. Legion,
M. Kinney, M.C.B.R.
B Winslow Water Co..
Green. General Sea Food
T. Perry, P O. No. 1,
Lowell. General Sea Food
N. Drinkwater, Spruce Head
Curtis, Water Co.,
Melvin, Lime Co..
William's, Elks,
C. Winslow, Water Co..
Carsley, M.C.R.R
Hallowell. Gulf,
Epstein, Independents,
Ames, Legicn,
Anderson, M.C.R.R .
Harlow, Legion.
Crudell, Legion.
A Benner, I.O.O.F.,
Yolk. Spruce Head.
Hary. P. O. No. 2,
Legage. M.C.R.R,
Wiggin, Lime Co.,
Bryant, Flyte E.
Holms, Knox B. C.
Wentworth, Lime Co.,
Thomas, P. O. No 2,
Ellis, P. O. No. 2.
Achorn, I.O.O.F.
A. Makinen. I O.O.F.,
Little. Lime Co..
Mosher, P. O. No. 1,
Miller, Knox B C.,
Heald, Flyte E,
Axtell. P O No. 2.
Andrews. Flyte E,
Winchenbaugh, P O No. 2.
Holden, Lime Co..
La Blanc, Knox B. C.,
Staples, Knox B. C.,
Allen, Knox, B. C.,
Kirk. P. O No 2,
Harrington, P. O. No 2,
Gregory, Flyte E.
Bernstein, Independents.
M. Perry, Knox. B C..
Clark, Knox B. C.,
McCluskey, Knox B. C.,

93.0
92.9
92 8
92.7
92.4
92.3
92.3
92.3
62.3
92.1
92.0
91.9
91.8
91.7
91 6
915
91.3
91.2
910
9)9
90.8
90.7
90.4
90 1
89.9
899
89.8
89.7
89.6
88 6
886
87.4
874
87.3
87.2
87.0
86 9
86.4
86.2
86.1
85.7
84.3
84.1
83.7
83.5
83.4
83.0
81.4
805
80.4
79.0
78.9
78.3
76.0
75.7
74.0
70.6

A PRACTICAL APPOINTMENT
Ladies Pourilu?her League: The
champion Hearts started off the
Pear that a political appointment might fill lhe shoes
second half with a four-point vic
of J Wallace Lovell, who resigned from lhe Wardenship of
tory over the Diamonds. Virginia
the State Prison, was dispelled Wednesday when Gov. Fred
Heal led the Hearts with a 258 to
Fir t, there’s the follow who goes time Academy at Castine.
erick G Payne named Deputy Warden Allan L Robbins to
Mark Holt, football end and co
tal, while Jeanette Robbins topped
out for a High School sport and
that position. The new official will not be obliged to learn
captain and Cedric Long, mamthe Diamond? with a 253 total
the rope?, because of the valuable experience he has alreadv
never quite make? the grade. This
mouth tackle are also wintering in
Richards and Perry teamed up to
had with criminology. He served three years with Army Crimi
man is important to any squad but the South on a trip arranged by the
give the Clubs a four-point victorynal Investigation detachment, as deputy sheriff of Franklin
mo t especially is he invaluable to U. S. Army.
over the Spade? Perry put up a to
County and more recently as deputy warden of the State
a football team. Football is a
Jack Smith, slender first basetal of 273, with Richard's chipping
Prison. In the incumbency of these several positions he has
contact game and contact work man and quarterback is at the
in a 271 total to provide the margin
given evidence of the qualities which show that the wardenmust be done in practice to produce University of N H., at Durham,
of victory. Gianina Ames rolled a
ship has fallen into trustworthy hands.
a good club A sizeable squad to and Roland Ware center hook shot
268 total for the Spades, tying the
carry on scrimmages is an absolute artist, is at Bowdoin.
record sihgle of 113 in the final
essential. The subs don't make"
EISENHOWER TO TELL
Wes Hoch, the other man moun
string.
the team in that they start the tain tackle is at Severn.
Gen
Dwight
D
Eisenhower
next
Thursday
is
going
to
V'fginia Heal is at the top of the
gam«? but in reality, they "make”
Bruce Stratton, versatile football
tell Congress what he learned on his whirlwind tour, and next
average department with 85 19
the first team what it is They sup and baseball man. join? the boys
day. according to report, he will take the public into his
ply the competition that forces the at the U. of M.
Nighthawk League: Thi? half will
confidence with a radio broadcast And the public is cer
regulars to keep on their toes. They
be different, so say the Deuce?, and
Taciturn Milt
Proctor, fleet
tainly most anxious to know of "Ike's" findings
supply the opposition that tough track man and forward is at Husbacked up their claim by knocking
ens them for gameoff the champion Kings for all five
son Business School in Bangor.
The importance cf these men ex
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING
points. Arlene Clark went com
Joe Seavy, the submarine ball
tends even beyond their value as pitcher, is at Bolling Field in
pletely berseck to smash the threeLast year more national advertising dollars went to news
-scrimmage dummies" Football Washington, D. C.. serving with
string total rolling singles of 86.
papers than any other medium "Don’t let anybody ever
Isn't an easy game to practice even the U. S. Air Force.
117 and 112 to set up a new total
tell you that any advertising medium can ever take the place
when you have that Saturday game
of 315. O'Connell prosed that she
—By Richard Robarts
of newspaper advertising,” President Steele of the News
to look forward to, but it’s even
is no flash-in-the-pan as she again
The above was written entirely
paper Advertising Executives Association told association
more rugged to trudge up to that by Mr Touchdown himself w-ith no
led the Kings, this time with a to
members at the opening session of iheir convention.
field in the middle of the week, help from anyone and not a change
tal of 268
"Everybody who reads, reads a newspaper. They read it
when you know that come Satur was made. I call it very good. It
Phyllis Hodgdon aiso hit the high
because they want to read it—and they want to every day
day.
all you'll havp is a reserve seat is my hope that other High School
spots as she led the Queens to a
They want our newspapers sc. much that each week they
on the bench. By showing up for sports figures of the area can be
four-pomt winning over the Jacks.
spend $17,000,000 for them
practice every day these men make persuaded to do a column now
Phyllis set up a new record-single
'That's why in 1949. national advertisers spent in news
their mo.?t unportant contribution and then.
of 120 and posted a total of 278 to
papers over $445.000 000—more in 1950—to place newspapers
to
the team, a contribution that
lead. Dean was the leading lack,
Short Cuts
on top of the heap.”
can’t be measured in terms ot
having a total of 261.
Two
recent
scores show what I
touchdowns or quarters played. It’s
Ruth Johnson, although dropping
league
was
unbalanced
—Wiscasset
A RAILROAD OBJECTS
something called loyalty.
considerably the past two weeks,
meant when I said the Bulwer
Our
other
Forgotten
Man
of
A pipeline carrying aviation fuel from Searsport to the
still holds the lead in averages
sports is the team managers and 90-Warren 20. and Union 72-Apple.
bomber base at Limestone is said to be on the Air Force con
with 88.42
most
especially the basketball man ton 24—with only one member of
struction program. The Bangor * Aroostook Railroad “put
The Tigers pulled one out of the
ager. On this hard working individ the first string due to be lost byup a holler” contending that it can handle the oil at a lower
file, taking three point? from the
ual
fall? the innumerable small but graduation, it looks like Boothbay
cost, but the Washington spokesman said that the Air Force
Crusader? to hold their precarious
important chores connected with a Harbor will have something to say
officials did not believe the railroad could carry the volume
lead, as Prank Lafond hit 291 to
(Continued from Page One)
ba?ket ball club. H< is responsible about the K-L pennant next year
of oil that would be needed
lead the champs. Bill Hall and Jim bounced to his feet his colt spit a
for a couple of hundred dollars —the Camden team that faces
Potter kept the Crusaders in the stream of fire, and the heavy ball
worth of
equipment, including Rockland on Tuesday night is the
battle with totals of 306 and 305 j struck Yellow Hand in the chest,
“THE BIG GEORGE”
balls, uniforms and warm up cloth, best Mustang outfit since the pen
respectively.
knocking him down Before he
ing He is a janitor, bell-hop and nant winners of 1944 in the opin
The burning of the old liner George Washington last
The Hoosiers spanked the Ram- (X)Uld rfc0Ver Bill's bowie had split
statistics man. and on game nights, ion of most observers—at a recent boro town team. Ralph's Dodges,
week
at
Baltimore
represents
a
substantial
loss
to
the
mer

biers for five points, with Dick ; his heart The next instant Cody
he become? a walking jewelry store meeting the Twin-Vallev league, has racked up six -traight. They go
chant marine’s troop-carrying potential. The fire also ended
Shepard totaling 310 to lead the was waving a bloody trophy and
a 42-year career seldom equaled in maritime annals.
and bank. On his efficiency and iWinslow, Brewer, etc.) failed to against the Belfast Merchants next
Searsmont lad?. Les Smith led the yelling "first scalp for Custer.”
The big George, as she was commonly known in contrast to
ability to carry out the orders of act on the application of Rockland Wednesday nighi it was interest
a smaller coastal shiD of the same name, was built in 1908
Rambler? with a 282 total.
.lames Butler Hitkck, greatest of
the coach depend the appearance for entrance. It was thought that ing watching Johnny Jenkins play
for the North German Lloyd. She is perhaps best remem
Hotshot League: The Rockland ,he fighting frontier sheriffs and
of
the team. He is an important too much travel would be involved, agaisnt the Union Merchants the
bered as the vessel which carried President Wilson to the
entry, Bobs, pulled into a first marshals, is estimated to have
which from this angle looks like a ether evening. The way he was
member of any squad.
Versailles peace conference in 1919. Still one of the world's
place tie with Toms Lunch, de- I kllled nol less than 75 men yet he
polite brush off—Rockport won sinking them it locked like he was
largest ships at the time of the fire, her life span covered
feating the Rockport Boat Club for never drew hts g-un save in defense!
what may become known as the summit years in transju?t to keep tabs cn the "old- over the Camden JVs Tuesday throwing curves with a basketball—
five points: a ringer Sandy Ripley , of jaw and order. From Kansas to
Atlantic travel by steamship.
SOCIAL ITEMS
Ralph Thorndike’s in the same game Tod Gibson ran
timers,” let’s see where some of night 47-46,
Such ocean Biants novi long passed from the scene as
stole the show by rolling 311 lor : south Dakota, his deadly guns
APPRECIATED
Rockland High last j-str’s AlUtars foul shot in the final three seconds wild as the thin Thomaston ranks
the Titanic, Leviathan. Majestic, or Berengaria—not to men
Bobs. Bob Young wa? the top man either frightened away members
Write
or Telephone
being
the
victory
margin
—
In
Sat

tired
in
the
second
half
and
he
are
now.
tion the still later Bremen. Rex or Normandie—were yet to oe
for the Boat Club with a total of O[ the lawless element or sent them
Dean DeShon, three sports star urday's duel at Newcastle I like scoied 32 for the evening—a pity a
when the George Washington entered service. Seized at her
1044 or 770
267.
to a permanent residence on “Boot
and wispy johnny Steven-, back the Wiscasset boys over Rockport -emi-pro league couldn't have been
Hoboken pier when America entered World War I, the big
Toms Lunch kept pace with Bobs nil!." Until aroused Hickok was
The Courier-Gazette
George steamed 66.652 miles as a United States troopship
court men are cruising in the Car- by 65-42 and the Rockport girls fermed—erection of the new Cam
•
63-aw
before her historic voyage with President Wilson. Trans
by taking four from the Panthers, mild in character, but in the disribean courtesv nf Th, Maine Mari should win by 35-30—the Waldo- den gym reported going very slowly.
formed into an American luxury liner, she served again as a
and that ace-performer Tom the charge of his duties a? law entorcepassenger ship until laid Up in 1932. Repeatedly offered for
Man" Aylward rolled in hi? super ment officer he did not seem to
scrap, she managed to survive to carry 160,000 as a World
lative style, slapping out a total of know the meaning of fear.
War II trooper, only to be laid up again at the war's end
308 to provide the margin. Melville
The man did not live who could
The George Washington had a troop lift of 7,000. Her fiery
Welt rolled a 275 total to lead the stand ill front of Wild Bill and
destruction removes not only the country’s fourth largest
troopship but one ol the notable relics of a maritime era
Panthers, a new record, fcr Mel beat him to the draw; those rash
Herald Tribune
anyway. Aylward has everything as enough, or desperate enough, to
planned, for he head? in averages try it. he killed without mercy. The
with 94.3
deadly accuracy of his shooting was memories of Wild Bill may have ker in a deadwood saloon. He had
Speed League: Those amazing All due in part to his lightening quick been due to his own whimsies, felt tor several days, so he told
Stars remained unbeaten as they reflexes. The triggers were filed off When asked concerning any of his friends, a sense of depression, a
chalked up their third straight vic his 45 colts; he fired b.v thumbing exploits he usually made light ot feeling of impending disa?ter. In
tory in the second half of the sea the hammers, as he threw a pecu them, or if he felt in the mood to view of this, just why he entered
son, nailing the Clippers by 38 pins liar twist of the wrist that brought rib somebody he was likely to in- a public place and seated himself
on the total. Colwell and Lacomb the muzzles in line as soon as they vent some fantastic tale to fit the with his back to the door—some- •
thing he had in all likelihood nevteamed up with a couple of good ’ cleared the holsters. He was an occasion.
For instance: After the McCanles er done before in his life—Ls a
totals, racking up 311 and 309 re- j equally good shot with either hand,
spectively. Keith Richards, the old
Tlie original "Wild Bill" was Lo- fight a starry-eyed lady 'Bill al-i mystery, .tack MacCall walked in.
standby of the Clipper?, totaled 298 renzo Hickok, James’ brother. July ways was a hand with the ladiest stood a few feet behind Bill and
in a losing cause.
12th 1861 a man named McCanles asked him. so the story goes. "Oh, shot him in the back with a .45 colt.
The Lucky Strike A s and Aces , and two of his men cornered James Mr. Hickok is it true that you killed Bill fell tc the floor dead, his cards
fought to a standstill, rolling 1423 or Jim as se was then called, in an
men singie handed?" • Oh yes, clutched in hi? hand. To this dayapiece, but in the roll-off the Luck- out of the way cabin, with the usual | ,namreplied, sober as an owl, two pair, aces and eights, all black,
is called the dead man's hand.
ies came through to win by two result; All three were killed As the when 1 fight less than 100men in
Possibly McCall expected to gain
pins. Ronnie Freeman was red hot story spread the three men were I a *’unc*1 1 always tie onehand befor the A's smashing out a 347 to- magnified to 10. For some reason, limd my back 1 like t0 She them notoriety by his deed. It may have
been the natural hatred of the owl
tai, while the Hope Corner Flash. 1 after the MicCanles fight the title ! an even break.’
Roy Hobbs, had his usual good I of Wild Bill was transferred to ; The story is still told as truth hoot breed for the lowman that
that Wild Bill and Martha Jane set his trigger finger itching. He
fortune in piling up a total of 343 ; James.
for the Aces.
Some of the legends combining | Canuary, "Calamity Jane,” were was arrested, tried, and released as
JACKIE ROBINSON
Hobbs Jumped hi? average to 105 fact and fiction that center around j sweethearts, that after his death not quilty of murder, on the
she cut down his slayer with a strength of his defense plea that
member nf Ihe Brooklyn hodden and winner of
i sawed off shotgun. This is just an- Wild Bill had shot his brother
the \ational l.eatoe'i \lorl I aloatte Player Award
i other fable, according to those in a some time before.
position to know. There is nothing
Had he kept his mouth shut he
I to indicate that Wild Bill was might have been safe. In an un
more than casually acquainted with guarded moment he let it slip that
her.
’\V
the defense plea had been a fiction
When I was a small boy in Pasadena,
Wild Bill was shot at 4.10 p. m.. morn of a lawyer’s imagination He
California, I used to hear my mother tell
Aug 2. 1876. as he sat playing po- was promptly arrested, given an
this story over and over again; ’Your
other trial and hanged March 1.
mo.ner na? a lavonw expression: Whenever you take one step loward God. Hell
STATE OF MAINE
grandfather was a slave when he was
1877—Fi-ed L. Blaisdell Otk Grove.
take two toward you.’ If you know the power of prayer, you know how true this is’”
IN SENATE. January 11, 1951
Oregon.
young, and he never had the opportunity
the House concurring, that no bill
<The End)
to learn to read. One day when I came
for private or special legislation be
received by this legislature after 1
Clean, Low Mileage.
home from school, he told me his great desire: to he
before Congress and said that I was a religious man.
oclock on the afternoon of Thurs
able
to read the Bible before he died. And so every
1 like to reply with this: I can still remember my
day, February 1, 1951, and that no
SERVICE
other bill or resolve be received Be are well prepared to take rare
atiernoon, 1, though only ten, would give him lessons
mother turning awav from her dishwashing, and sav
by this legislature after 1 o'clock
of vour Automobile Troubles.
in how to read.’
ing: 'If you plant a crop and don’t cultivate it, nothing
on the afternoon of Thursday.
Newly Reronditioned. Good Rubber.
ROCKLAND MOTOR CO
“It was some time before I appreciated that story
grows. That's the way with religion ... it dries up
February 8. 1951. except by unani
mous consent in the body in which 215 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND .ME.
and lelt the tug of religion as my mother and grandif you don't tend it.’
it is introduced; and it is further ___ ________
11-12
lather had. In fact, as a boy 1 was somewhat skeptical
ORDERED, that any bill or re
“Thai's why we regularly take Jackie, Jr., to church
Very ( Iran.
ot the need for formal religion. Playing ball instead
solve which shall be received in
with
us though he's only three. For my wife, Rachel,
Legal
Notice
either body of this legislature by
ol going to church seemed much more important.
and I want him to know, as early as possible, the
unanimous consent after the times
January 19. 1951.
"And that seems to be a problem familiar to many
above set shall stand referred to Board of Selectmen.
faith that will guide and help him all his life, as it
the Ninety-sixth Legislature if Vinalhaven, Me
families... the ‘thing’ which is more important than
Just Reconditioned. Good Rubber.
helps and guides us. To be without the help of the
unanimous consent for its reception Dear Sirs:—
going to church. The reason I know is because people
friendly hand ot God is something we cannot imagine.
is not given in the other body in
I would like to extend my wharf
have written to me about it ever since the day I spoke
concurrence This order shall not out 12 feet further than the previ
I know without His help, I could never do my job.’’
apply to bills reported by any joint ous permit called for. The Wharf
standing or joint select committee was formerly the C. F Grime? Pish
in the regular course of business, Plant
nor to such bilks and resolves as
Yours truly.
are intended only to facilitate the
Signed:
—Clyde Bickford.
MANY OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM
business of the Ninety-fifth Legis
millions leave them there!
Vinalhaven. Me
State
of
Maine
lature; and it is further
ORDERED, that the Secretary County of Knox.
of the Senate shall cause a copy of
With the above in mind there
this order to be published ln all will be a hearing held at the Se
Contributed in behalf of the Religion in American Life Campaign bv
the daily and weekly papers of the lectmen’s Office on Saturday, Janu
State, commencing Thursday. Jan ary 27th. 1951 at 2:00 p m. at which
uary 18. 1951, and continuing up to time this matter will be taken up.
28 PARK ST.,
TEL. 700,
ROCKLANO. ME.
and including Thursday, Februarv
Harland A. Townsend
11-12
8. 1951 <S P 4D
Woodrow W Bunker,
CHESTER T. WINSLOW.
William Bruce
ROCKLAND. ME.
8-17
Secretary of Senate.
10-12

Memory’s Realm
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“GOD’S

IN THE

GRANDSTAND

*

says

BEST BUYS IN TOWN

*

USED CARS

1949 Packard 4-Door Sedan

1947 Willys ’4-Ton Pick-up Truck
1947 Chevy Sedan Delivery Truck

1939 Plymouth 4-Door Sedan

1939 Hudson 4-Door Sedan
Average.

I ake your problems to church this week

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE ■ <

%

TALK OF THE TOWN

A

F

.

Jan. 29—Installation of Seaside
Chapter, O.ES. Camden. D. D
C. M. Aune Bragdon of Tenant's
Harbor. I. O.
Jan. 31. A play sponsored by
O. E. S. Circle, to be held at
Watts Hall. Thomaston.
Feb. 2—Rubinstein Club Guest
Evening, Farnsworth Museum.
Feb. 2—Annual meeting of the
Albert H. Newbert Association.
Feb. 5—Lady Knox Chapter, DAR.
meets in Farnsworth Museum, at
-32 p. m
Feb 6—Knox Hospital Auxiliary
meets in the Bok Home for
Nurses.
Feb. 9—Methebesec Club meets at
230 p. m. in the Farnsworth Mu
seum.
Feb 11—Sunday Lecture and Dem
onstration by Prof. Vincent Hartgen, University of Maine, in the
North Gallery at the Farnsworth
Museum. Open to the public.
Feb 16—Rubinstein Club Program
at the Farnsworth Museum.
Feb. 18—Sunday, Bess Battey
Gowdy piano concert in North
Gallery at the Farnsworth Mu
seum. Open to the pubic.
Feb. 22—At Rockland. Mid-Winter
quarterly meeting of the Lincoln
Baptist Association, at the Little
field Memorial Church.

George W Wood. Jr., a young
Rockland attorney, informed news
services Thursday that he had
knowledge that a lifer at the Maine
State Prison was allowed to visit
Rockland on a buying trip. Friday.
Deputy Warden Allan Robbins said
that a lifer who has been in the
institution 50 years, one Edward
Graffam, was in Rockland—with a
guard—on a trip to buy fish for tne
bachelor officers mess, a practice
which has been followed for eight
and onoe half years. Wood has pre
viously charged prison officials
with inhuman treatment of pri
soners.

Past Presidents' Parley of Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post, No. 1.
Auxiliary, will meet Tuesday eve
ning at the Legion home Covered
dish supper at 6 o'clock and all
past presidents are invited.
Several employes of Railway
Express Agency in Rockland at
tended a
management-employe
meeting in Portland Thursday
night.
Present from Rockland
were Adriel Fales. Chester Smalley,
Mervin Harriman. George Robishaw and Kenneth Keyes. Subject
of the meeting was the sales pro
motion campaign of the company
which is currently in progress.

County Commissioner Clarence |
I^eonard is a surgical patient at I
Knox Hospital.
The taxi operators of this city I
have raised their charge for indi
vidual passengers from 25 to 35
cents. The other charges remain
the same. For a considerable per
iod Rockland has been the only ,
Maine city offering a 25 cent ride
Patrons with knowledge of the in- j
crease in the cost of cars main
tenance and other factors, have
expected the increase for seme time.

The first move in transferring
the Western Union office to the
Maine Central Railroad station
ha sbeen made The cffice. located
at The Brook, for several years
next door to The Courier-Gazette,
will have quarters in the southeast
corner of the main waiting room
at the station. The change is ex
pected to be completed within 10
days.

The hearing of the reports of a
special
committee investigating
school needs will be held Monday
evening. The meeting, originally
publicized for Thursday night of
this week has been moved ahead.
Participating in the study are the
School Board, City Council. School
District Trustees,
Chamber of
Commerce and the Planning Com
The Knox County Poultry Im mission.
provement Association has issued
its first publication. Editor of the
BORN
four page newspaper in miniature
Mills—At Vinalhaven, Jan. 23, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mills, a daugh
is Ralph Hunt of Lincolnville.
ter—Bonnie Jo.
An extensive job or redecorating Swetnam—At Knox Hospital, Jan.
26, to Rev. and Mrs. Theodore P.
is keeping the windows of the Fed Swetnam, a son—Warren Charles.
eral Building ablaze each night.
Lowe—At Gardiner. Jan 26. to
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe.
IN MEMORIAM
Jr., a son—John Smith Lowe, III
In loving memory of Oscar CarMARRIED
roll, who passed away Jan. 19. 1948.
Sadly missed by liis wife,
Haskell-Theriault—At Portland.
12* lt
Olivia Carroll.
Jan. 20. Earle Haskell of Rockland
and Miss Violet Theriault of Port
IN MEMORIAM
land.
In memory of his birthday, Jan.
DIED
28. Pfc Irving Philbrook, who was
killed in Luxemburg, Germany,
Waltz—At Rockland, Jan. 24,
Carrie B. Waltz, age 82 years. Fu
Feb- 27. 1945.
There is someone who misses you neral Sunday at 2 oclock from
residence. 165 Broadway. Inter
sadly.
And finds time long since you ment in Achorn Cemetery
Reed—At Friendship, Jan
23.
went.
There is someone who thinks of Philip A. Reed, age 43 years. Fu
neral services were held Friday at
you daily,
We try to be brave and content. 2 o'clock at the Advent Church.
But our hearts just ache with sad Rev. Everett Pender officiated. In
terment was in the Harbor Ceme
ness,
And our eyes shed many a tear, tery.
God above, only knows, how we all
Four-room Unfurnished Apart
*
miss you
ment to let. Heated, janitor serv
At the end of six long years.
Mother. Dad, all Brothers and ice. Apply in person at Paramount
Sisters.
12-lt Restaurant.
12-lt

ff

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our heartfelt
thanks to our neighbors and
friends for the beautiful floral
tributes and the kindness and
sympathy extended to us during
our recent bereavement; special
thanks to Mrs. Walter Teele. who
so faithfully nursed our mother
• to the end; also our ministers, Rev
John Holman. Rev. Cecil Temple,
and Mr. Brooks and Mr. Benner
Mr and Mrs. Charles L. Cush
man, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley J.
Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F.
Munro.
12-lt

was anti continues Io be
the foundation of our

democratic wav of life.

MWX $4
-’Ttl. 191
T MO* AS To*

Alcoholics Anonymous. Men’s
Groups. Women’s Groups. Box 711,
Rockland.
S-tf

Mf.

SSb MAimSI

| PASCAl
Ttl G'O
I fit IMS'
ROCKLANO
ROCKPORT

That Generations
to Come may
JioMffwhfr

GAME PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY

d3

At 7.M P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Atupicee Knights of Columbus

blood of 2100 enemy dead and
wounded, it was also splotched with
the blcod of our sons. There has
been too much of this kind of wool
over the people's eyes, but when the
recent casualty report was finally
issued we learned that we had lost
in dead, wounded and mussing some
35003 American boys against only
The thing that helps
around 1100 from the other coun
tries of the United Nations. Are
the most that costs tto
we being told the truth all of the
little but means so much
time?
Let’s look another fact in the
to that lonely boy Is a
face
letter from home.
Mr. Truman said Monday that
all of us “must work longer and
harder." He said we must sacri
fice; that we were facing "hard
ships." But, in thus same message.
DON'T NEGLECT HIM AT “MAIL CALL”
1 Mr. Truman called for billion- of
J dollars to continue to promote his
so-called "fair deal." which is the
This column trill be printed each Saturday in the interests
rawest deal that has e\er been
thrust upon the American people
of the men in the service. The addresses of service men and
He wants to promote his Brannan
items concerning them will be most wrlcome and the theme is
farm plan; he wants federal aid
the words above—"The thing that helps the most and means
to education: he wants federal
so much to that lonely hoy is a letter from home.”
medical insurance, which would
I wind up being socialized medicine
The present address of Richard dress Ls Sgt. H S Johnson, 1072368
We should "work liarder and
The 1951 officers of Orient Lodge of Thomaston who were installed Tuesday night b.v Charles A.
Winslow who has recently been Kittery Nava IHospital, Kittery,
Woodcock, assisted by Edgar Ames and Rev. Hubert F . Leach, who served as marshal and chaplain respec ' longer" and we should make sac- transferred from Fort
Campbell, Maine.
tively. Seated are. Charles A. Woodcock: II Darrell Bowdish. senior ward-n; Harold A. Dolliver, Master; i rifices" and endure "hardships."
• • • •
Ky.,
to
California
Ls:
Pic.
Richard
George A. Harlow, junior warden; Robert Laaka, senior deacon. Standing are, Charles A. Knights, tvler; but what is Mr. Truman sacrific
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Wood,
Charles W. Shaw, Jr.. junior steward: Edgar A. Ames; Edgar W. Libhy, treasurer; Aaron A. Clark, secretary; ing?"
Nothing His political pro- I. Winslow, E. R. 57137018. Co, F.
Frank B. Adams, marshal; Robert S. Cross, senior steward and George S. Grafton, junior deacon.
I gram must go on and on and on. Replacement Bn.. Camp Stoneman. 320 Limerock street city, were
Calif.
much pleased to receive a telephone
And don't forget he draws $100,000
call from their son Prt. William R
Ronald Frank Packard. 25. of 55
Linwood
Orff,
who
is
stationed
in
i a year tax free. Is he willing to
Wood who had recently arrived at
Grace street has been extended a
I pay on this S1C0.000 the high taxes Florida, is having a 21 day fur
Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama,
temporary appointment to the
lough,
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lyndon
he is saddling upon our $3500 to
having finished his basic training
Rockland Police Department as a
$8000 averagq salaries? No. At Lawson.
pairalman. He replaces Hartwell
Pfc. Albert Knowlton has re at Lackland Air Force Base, San
: least he has not suggested it.
Dowling who reports Feb 1 for
Let’s look another fact in the turned to Highland Air Base, N. J. Antonio, Texas. He would be
Air Perce duty at Dow Field.
after passing a furlough of 15 days pleased to hear from friends. HLs
face.
Packard is a Coast Guard veteran
here
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pistons, new chrome-plated top piston rings,
new high-lift camshafts. NEW Durability. New
transmissions and axle give even longer
truck life.
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gas. . yet you get no-knock performance! Only
Ford in the low-price field gives you Power
Pilot Economy.
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' It was no great problem Some
thing rustled just beyond the door,
and Frazer knew that the prowler's
objective was this particular room.
He could sense, rather than hear,
the metallic rasp of the door latch
being tried as he edged back,
readying himself for almost any
thing. It might be that Carson
Emery was coming back for an
other conference, or it might be
that someone had discovered the
mistake of the afternoon. This ma
rauder of the night might be out to
get the man they had failed to kill
In tha mountains.
The door opened an inch or two
and he knew that he had guessed
wrong again. The familiar tang of
heavy perfume identified the In
truder. The red-headed girl was
coming back for another visit. But
was she alone this time?
He let her come fairly into the
room, then ha reached out with
his left hand to seize her in a grip
which kept her helpless. She
gasped, but smothered the sound
as he whirled her out of the door
way. It was almost the only sound
Dan made as he covered the dark
hallway with hts gun. trying to see
whether anyone else was out there.
The girl fought savagely but in
complete silence as he kept her
practically helpless. He paid no at
tention until he was sure that she
had been unaccompanied, then he
•nudged the door shut and ordered
roughly, "Stop that clawing or I'll
have to use both hands on you.”

The Red-Headed Girl
Invades Room Again
The threat sounded a little ridic
ulous In his own ears, but it seemed
to impress the prisoner. The girl
stopped her frantic kicking and
whimpered. ‘‘You hurt."
"Sure. But what did you expect
—prowling around here like this?”
Her voice changed abruptly, its
whine turning Into something al
most coy as she began, "Can t a
girl . . .?”
"Don't give me any of that siren
talk:” he interrupted. "I let you do
It the other time, but I'm not that
easy. Did you expect to stick a
knife In my ribs, or was it to be a
gun job?”
"What do you want?” she asked,
her voice half choked.
"That’s my question,” he retort
ed. “You're the one who came
prowling. Now, can we talk in
peace, or do I have to hold on like
this while you explain yourself?
I can do it, you know, and without
too much pain- You're not such a
bad armful."
• She went limp In his grasp. "Let
me go. I’ll talk.”
"But will you tell me the truth?"
"I will if you promise to let me
cut of here.”
He sighed elaborately. "It's a
hard bargain, sister. I'm just be
ginning to appreciate you—but call
it a deal. Sit over there by the win
dow and don’t try any tricks. I
might remember how impressed I
am."
She tried to slap him again, so
he kissed her—hard. Then he held
her at arm’s length and spoke
grimly. "Get the idea?"
She surrendered. ‘‘All right.
What do you want to know?"
He waited until she had seated
herself in the chair by the window,
then he asked grimly. "Who sent
you this time?”
"Delaplane,” she replied finally.
"Not your father?” he asked,
trying to conceal his surprise.
! "No.”
"Did Delaplane tell you to look
for the same thing your father
sent you after the other time?"
"Why do you say my father sent
me?”
"Don't duck the question. He
sent you first and you went back to
tell him that you had failed. Of
course, you came back later after
il left the room. Now tell it straight.
What did each of them want?" He
managed to put as much menace
Into his voice as he thought would
be effective.
“Father wanted to know whether
you were really the man you
claimed to be.” she said doggedly.
'"I couldn't find anything to tell
’fey.”
“And Delaplane’”
"He wanted me to steal your
guns.”
[ He had not expected that. More
to hide his surprise than anything
else he remarked. "So Ed came
back to you after Miss Bartell
kicked him out, did he?”
She twisted around in the chair
[to face him in the dim light of the
reflected moonbeams. "Look, mis
ter. I don't know where you figure
in this deal, but I'll tell you one
thing. Ed Delaplane’s trying to
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tion and experience. Write "AdRange, Fuel and Diesel Oils,
knew I heard this jasper fumblin' Rev. Bruce Cummings will preach were Mrs. Arlene Collins, Noble VERTISER," % The Courier-Ga & SON. Waterville. Tel 613. "For
Motor Oils and Greases,
eround. I jumped outa bed and on the subject." Standing By In Grand, and Mrs. Julia Mitchell, zette
12-13 over forty years the Farmers’
Friend."
9*S-12
caught him fair with a good solid the Hour of Need." at the evening
Cities Service Gasoline
Vice Grand of Golden Rod Ledge;
WASTE Paper and Tires wanted.
NINE-ROOM House for sale;
punch. Then I hustled out Into lhe worship period. Subject for the
THURSTON
PETROLEUM
hall and hollered for help I reckon Youth Fel:owship period at 6 p. m Mr. and Mrs. Chaples. Mrs. Briggs, MORRIS GORDON & SON, 6 T new modern bath, oil furnace, ga
PRODUCTS
CO.
St.
12tl
Mrs.
Constance
MacPhail,
Warden
I wasn’t more n half awake or Id 4
4 t
.
rage. small garden spot Five miles
THURSTON’S WHARF
ha' knowed better.’
■ at ,he
Church wU1 be' of Rebekah Assembly, Mrs. Sadie
POSITION wanted in large or from city on main road, ideal loca
30 TILLSON AVE.,
TEL. 336
"Mebb. you wasn't awake at all.” ‘Whcre
Christ Want Mc?" Cunningham. Outside guardian ol small family, general housework; tion for children. 300 yards from
ROCKLAND, ME.
•somebody grunted. "Mebbe you
"Our Consciousness of the Pro- Rebekah Assembly and Mrs. Lydia go to country; also care for sick school. Price reasonable. If in
1-tf
or bedridden. Apply to 91 UNON terested write G. R . ri The Cou
Just dreamed up the whole thing.” tecting Power of God's Providence," Morse, P.D.D.P.
rier-Gazette
for
appointment.
ST. City.
12*13
Another man sniffed loudly and tvill be the sermon topic Sunday
The program included a solo by
11-16
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or
PRACTICAL Nurse wants posi
laughed. "Who's been drinking morning at the Congregational Mrs. MacPhail, readings by Mrs.
straight-run chicks from Pullorum
GERMAN
Shepherd
Pups
for
tion,
hospital
experience.
TEL.
cologne In these here parts? Yo Church, by Rev. J. Homer Nelson,
Freida Gibson. John Chaples and 23-W.
12tf sale; 5 months old; females $10; clean U. S approved stock, for
lure jore burglar didn't wear
John A Kajander. 71. 30 years
] Mrs. Morse, solo by Royce Miller VETERAN. 28. and ingle, desires males, $15. A. C. CHATER, 118 Elm sale MELVILLE W. DAVIS. Dutch
skllts
’a resident in Warren, died Jan. 2|
'.1-16 Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23. Wal
and duets by Mrs. MacPhail and Work as caretaker gardener or St.. Camden. Tel. 2098
doboro.
4-tf
Frazer managed to look proper- at Tampa. Ha . after a short Illness,
TWO
House
Lots,
south
side
of
Mr. Miller. Mrs. Mary Gurney, jun chauffeur. Best of references. Go
ly confused and the bantering ,,
,
, ,
"USED
Lumber
for
sale,
all
2x4,
Fluker
St..
Thomaston
for
sale;
sew

crowd gradually disappeared. Fra- He and Mrs' Kajander had lived in ior Past Grand acted as toast mis anywhere. Reply 21 FULTON ST.,
2x6, 3x6. 4x6. 6x6 and boarding. 4c
Rockland. Me.
zer grinned with quiet satisfaction Tampa. since August. 1948 The tress.
11 14 er connections. $200 each; also Field ft ; inside doors with locks and
and Barn, $500
See ALFRED
when the room was clear, but the body was cremated, and later the
Refreshments of ice cream, cake
REPRESENTATIVE
STROUT. or write to JOHN B. hinges $2.50 each; windows and
grin did not remain with him very ashes wil be brought to Maine for
To cover local territory for well
and coffee were served under the
PAULSEN. 217 High St.. East frames $7.00; clapboards, 17c each;
lon<burial in the family lot at Lake11-13 flooring lumber and water pipe.
direction of Mesdames Julia Mitch established company. Good im Hartford. Conn.
Free firewood, haul it away; 17
n
r
n
i
view Cemetery. Union.
mediate income with opportunity
She tried to slap him again,
ell. Arlene Collins, and Helen
CHEVROLET two-door Sedan Myrtle St., days. TEL. 8897 eve
Dan
Frazer
Ponders
________
for
advancement.
Applicant
so he kissed her—hard. Then he
Simpscn Mrs. Raymond Keating must have some previous direct (1936) for sale. Good condition, nings.
10*12
held her at arm', length. "Get
$300 TEL. 1250 between 8 and 5
SEARSMONT
Line-Up of Suspects
was in charge of the guest book.
110VOLT
power
Generatorse,
500
to
consumer
sales
experience,
the Idea?”
or call 425-M between 5 and 9 p.m
He reviewed the facts carefully.
n leception lor Mr and Mrs
and 2000-watt sizes with and with
own a tar and hr between 28
11*13
out gasolene power, for sale. Also
and 45.
Apply to BOX 142, rr
"And why does he w'ant my Ed Delaplane had tried twice to Neil Gibbs (Billy Gray) was held
FRIENDSHIP
IN’OWL'S HEAD
almost any size of electric motor for
get those two guns, certainly not at 'Victor Grange Hall on January
Courier-Gazette, stating experi
guns?” he asked sharply.
A farewell party will be held for
Farm. 5 acres, for sale ,7-room
and three-phase power. Our
Again she hesitated, but this for the reason he had given. Then 19. Fifty-four relatives and friends Lauri Hendrickson at the VFW. ence, briet history, and give ’ house, chicken barn, nice view, $2500 single
generators and motors are new—
Tel.
number.
12-13
another
prowler
had
made
the
atO
f
j,he
young
couple
were
present
time came up with a reply. "Guns
E W. COFFIN
not used. Ask for prices. EMIL
congratulations. Hall next Tuesday evening. Mr
are not allowed in Mesa Verde,” tempt a prowler who probably t0 offcr
YOUNG Housekeeper wanted; Owl's Head, Me.
Tel. 551-W2 RIVERS. INC., 342 Park St., Rock
Hendrickson
is
leavifig
for
duty
was
the
man
who
had
killed
The
she said lamely.
must be reliable, neat appearance;
147tf
11-13 land. Mr
Duke. Did it mean that Delaplane Many nicc B,fts werc received by
He switched topics again, feel and the left-handed gunman were the newlyweds. A short musical with the US. Au Force on Feb. 1 children allowed; one in family.
SEVEN-ROOM House with bath,
All
friends
arc
welcome
to
attend
HERBERT
MITCH
ELI.,
Union.
ing that he would get nowhere by
for sale. Inquire 41 ADMONTEM
working together, or were they j program was given. Refreshments this party.
TO LET
.
10-12
(Pressing either of the previous
AVE. No inlormation by phone.
simply
after
the
same
thing
and
of
sandwiches,
cake,
and
coffee
questions. "Where does your fath
ROOM and Board wanted by el
145tf
POUR-ROOM Apt. to let. bath,
|
working
at
cross
purposes.
’
were
served
in
tlie
dining-room.
er stand on this deal?”
When you whip cream, use a bowl derly lady; private family; War heated; also 2 furnished Rooms,
The night was nearly spent be- The tabes wre decorated in green large enough to allow the cream ren or Union; pay monthly; 29
This time she was prompt, seem
flush; 34 Fulton St. TEL. 1379-R.
Beech St
MRS. LULU SMITH.
ingly frank. "My father is helping fore he reached a conclusion that .ind white. Two handsomley deco- to double in volume
12-14
seemed
to
fit
all
of
the
contradicTel. 1116-W.
10-12
Bartell.”
torv terms in the problem. Even ’atcQ caKCS mda<? Oy
fctnel
APARTMENT ol 4 rooms to let.
WOMAN with one child desires central location. Call in person at
' then sleep evaded him and he was Butler were Presented to the bride
Another Intruder
Position as housekeeper lor one 23 OAK ST
i up again at daybreak, having tak- and groom These were served to
12-lt
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
adult. TEL. 1488
10*12
en scarcely the proverbial forty the guests, after the traditional
Trapped by Frazer
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
APARTMENT. 3 rooms and
RELIABLE
Woman
wanted
for
winks. There was much to be first slice was cut. by Mrs Mina
flush, excellent location, to let.
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
"Why did he want you to search done this morning, and it behooved Bardsley and
housework and to answer telephone. Adults only. PHONE 648-MK.
Mrs.
Charlotte
REPAIRS
my stuff?”
EARL
SHELDON.
Tel.
111.
War

him to start doing it without de- gW(,et-ani
12-lt
ANY
TYPE
OF WELDINO
ren. Me.
10-12
“I think he was afraid you might j lay
THREE-ROOM unfurnished up
be a Federal agent. He mentioned
CARPENTRY,
inside
remodeling,
Indecision gripped him for a moNewspapers, unprinted. are avail
particularly that I should search 1 ment as he prepared to leave th*
ceilings, floor sanding and linoleum stairs Apt. to let at 13 P.easant St.
able
at
The
Courier-Gazette
at
778 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
for identification papers.”
laying. ISRAEL SNOW, 14 Ocean Call 30 OAK ST.__________ ,12*lt
room, but then he acted deliber , small cost and are useful for a
FOR Rent after Jan. 27 at the
TEL. 202-W
St. Tel. 1171-R
3tf
"No more than that?”
ately. Defying Carson Emery’s I
.
. __ . , , .
,
.
.
,
,
,
number
of
household
chores;
might
Copper-Kettle,
a
suite
(large
liv

1-tf
ANTIQUES
&
Used
Furnishings,
Deace rules, he tucked h:s own gun
"No.”
wanted. WEAVER’S, 91 Main St., ing room, bedroom and bath. Sin
He considered her answers for | info his waistband where it would als0 use them Ior ^Suring your jnThomaston or call Rockland gle. $3 50 a day. double $5.00; weeklyl‘50
DOUBLE Tenement House at 57
several moments and in the in- I be concealed by the tail of the coat come tax!
12tf
1181-M.
2-13 rates. TEL. 4O5-W.
he
had
elected
to
wear.
The
other
Gleason St , Thomaston, for sale:
tense silence of the room the next i
FLOOR Sander, polisher to let. about an acre of land and small
ALTE7RATIONS and Repair Work
sound came loudly enough to startle two weapons he left in plain sight eased mind.
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 Also paint sprayer and wallpaper bam If you need a home,
both of them. A floor board had on the washstand, first taking care I A red sun was already glaring
Union St.. Grove St. entrance Tel steamer; MAIN ST. HARDWARE this ls a fine investment. Contact
creaked somewhere in the direc- | to mark their positions carefully. across the tops of the eastern ram
9tf H B. KALER, Washington. Tel.
1680 EVA AMES
10-15 CO
He had every expectation of find
tion of the stairs.
parts and he could feel the early
71tf
TWO-ROOM Furnished Apt. to 5-25
ing
them
gone
when
he
returned,
WASTE
Paper
wanted,
newspa

Frazer hissed warningly and took
heat of it as he headed for Bartell's
let with small pantry, flush. TEL.
FOR
SALE
—
Have
a
few
used
but
there
was
a
chance
that
the
pers.
books,
magazines,
corrugat

two silent strides toward the door
store. This would be the important
lotf White Oil and Gas Combination
ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON 829-M; 111 Pleasant St.
way. In the moment that his back next searcher of the room would call of the morning. Not only did
AVE.. City.
I47tf
FURNISHED, heated Apt to let Stoves, Some Black Stoves, with Oil
was turned the girl went through merely inspect them, and he want he have important business to disBurners. Electric Stove, Used Deep
LOGS wanted—Spruce, Pine and at 14 MASONIC ST. No phone Freeze. Electric Washers, and Elec
the open window. He heard the ed to know whether such an inspec j cuss with both Helen Bartell and
tion
had
taken
place.
The
chances
’
calls.
10*12
Hemlock.
For
Fall
and
Winter
de

rustle of her clothing and looked
her father, but there was always
tric Refrigerators, that I will sell
livery. Highest cash prices. PASSSIX Rooms and bath, unfur cheap. If you are looking for some
around just In time to see her drop of losing them was no longer a i that other interest which had nothsource
of
concern
MORE
LUMBER
CO.
Tel.
Camden
nished Apartment to let. Adults
out of sight. There was a thump
stuff, we have lt at prices you
i thing to do with the troubles of the
2330.
128-tf only. Available Jan. 1. 76 Park St., used
fioro below and then the sound of
He went downstairs io find a half | border. Even in time of danger a
can afford to pay. I also have
TOP prices paid for all kinds of TEL 147-W. Call alter 5 p. m.
footsteps. Frazer grinned in dozen men already attacking tne man couldn't very well avoid hav
reasonabJy-priccd Farms that I
Junk, Iron, steel, metals, batteries
lOtf will sell Whatever you need, see
amusement but sobered quickly as pancakes, eggs and coffee which ing ideas about a girl like Helen
and rags. MORRIS GORDON &
HAROLD B. KALER,
another board creaked in the hall Sally Chew was hustling in from Bartell.
FURNISHED Single House. 2 Kaler.
SON. 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
12tf
Washington, Me Tel. A-M. Open
way. The traffic was getting heavy. the kitchen.
small
rooms,
flush
Water
and
He found the store closed up I
49tf
ANTIQUES, Glass. China, Furni lights paid, clean and warm. TEL 385 days every year.
The red-haired girl avoided his tightly, the wooden shutters still
Th» door opened silently and Fra
ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted. 82S-M. Ill Pleasant St.
WE have some reasonably-priced
7tf
zer could hear the soft breathing of eye. attending strictly to her on the front windows. Not wanting
CARL E. FREEMAN. Glen Cove.
cars for sale. If you do not
the intruder. Still the unknown did chores, and he wondered how much to create a disturbance in the
SANDING Machine and polisher used
Tel. Rockland 103
ltf
want to buy one, perhaps you have
not come Into the room. Apparent she knew about the final act of the street, he went around through the
to
let
Inquire
at
SEA
COAST
Aou never saw io much drill
one to sell. We buy. and sell, do
WASHING Machine and Wrinaer PAINT CO.. 440 Main St.
ly he was waiting to see whether past night's performance. He made alley where Gale had lurked in
2tf some horse trading, sell on time
press for sa little money! With
Roll Repairing. Pick up and de
he had been heard. There was a no attempt to draw her into con ambush, and found himself in a
low-cost attachments, it routs,
UNFURNISHED Rent to let. payments, in fact we do anything
liver. Tel. $77, Rockland. BITLER
long moment in which Frazer versation, however, content to bolt back yard which separated the
mortises, shapes, sands, carves,
at 18 Masonic St. Apply at 11 to please. HAROtJJ B. KALER,
PAR *■ ttnui RTTPDT V
feared that his own breathing his meal and get on with the busi store from a fair sized stable. A
and drills. Handles hundreds of
MASONIC ST.
156tf Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25. National
would be audible to the prowler. ness of the day.
jobs*-its the home shop work
man was there, harnessing a pair
SMALL
Furnished
Apartment
to Shawmut Bank of Boston Finance.
horse.
Come
in
and
see
it.
Then there was a soft shuffle as a
MISCELLANEOUS let. Apply In person. 11 JAMES
His first stop aftwr leaving the of sturdy bays to a buckboard. It
man entered the room.
hotel was at the grubby little post w as the wiry little prospector who ’
$11 IT TODAY
St.
.
129tf
WELDING—Arr and Gas
He moved directly to the wash- office. He had been loath to en had been rescued from the street; BUY ON EASY TERMS AT
FURNISHED,
heated
Apt.,
to
let;
Learn
in
spare
tune
Big
increase
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
trust
his
messages
to
the
sort
of
the
previous
evening.
stand and picked up the gun He
in demand for welding operators. two rooms, elec, kitchen; also
Walks, Steps, Pmrta, Flreplaem,
He ignored Frazer's greeting for
was only a shadowy form against postmaster to be expected in a
Write for free information UTILI 3-room unfurnished Apt. elcc.
Mooring stones and Chain, Ash
the window, hut Frazer could see place like Mesa Verde, but it cased a moment, then grinned in belated
TIES ENG INST.. Box 245, ' . The kitchen, steam heat. bath. Inquire
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall end
that he was a small man. He also • his mind to see old Petey helping recognition. "Howdy, pard,” he
67 TALBOT AVENUE
150tf
Courier-Gazette.
10*12
Foandxtton Stone.
Eatlmatee
realized that the fellow wa« pocket i with the outgoing mail. The stage hailed. "I was wonderin’ what hap
HEATED and unheated furnishec
lad.'v submitted. Ne obligation.
NOTICE
ing the weapon. That was interest I driver had already displayed his pened to yo’. I ain't had a chance
After this date I will not be re Apts., to let. V. F STUDLEY, 77 I HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
j jealous solicitude for postal integ- to thank yo’ fer takin' care o’ me
ing—and highly significant.
ltf
TRIES I Successors to John Mee
sponsible for any bills contracted Park St. Tele. 8060 or 1234.
SUPPLY
The intruder seemed to hesitate. ; rity, so Frazer dropped his letters last night. So thanks.”
han A Son), Clark bland. Me.
by my wife
ROOMS. Board by day or week
(TO BB CONTINUED)
TEL 677-470MA'<
fumbling around at the washstand 1
ln«
*nd went out with an
Tel. Rorkland 21-WS et Tenant**
Cepyrifht, 1M7. Euser-e E. aa-ei<s
• Herbert C. Lawson.
WEBBER’S INN. Tel. 340-1. ThomHarbw to ll
Jan 15, 1951.
10*12 Mtna.
.
ltf
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x

BODY and FENDER
WORK

Rowling’s Garage

DRILL
PRESS

3

BITAR’S

DeSoto

Also Dodge Job-Rated
Track Parte

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
11$ MALN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

GOODWILLS 5OTH BIRTHDAY

New Breeding Record

Mitchell Has Longest Poultry Plant

Marked Increase Is Noted In
the Past Year For Breed
Half Century Mark Reached Jan. 18 Observed
ing Facilities

By South Warren Grangers and Friends
Featured at the fiftieth anniver
sary observance
of Goodwill
Grange, South Warren, Thursday
night, Jan. 18. was the presentation
of gifts to active charter mem
bers. Mrs. Ann Bucklin, and Oliver
B. Libby, and to 50-year members,
Mr. and Mrs Cliarles Copeland,
and Mrs. Nettie Copeland, and to
honorary member. Jerry Libby.
The ladies received brooches, and
yellow rose corsages, and the men,
dress shirts, and single yellow rose
bud.
Mrs. Josephine Miller, newly-instaled master of Goodwill Grange,
made the presentation in behalf of
that Grange, during an impressive
candlelight ceremony conducted at
the altar by the Grange court officers and against a back-ground
tableau, symbolic of the Grange.
The tableau was depicted by Mrs.
Charlotte Smith, Mrs. Kathryn
Draper, Mrs Nancy Barrett, and
Mrs. Virginia Barrett.
Mrs. Nettie Copeland, who had
served as first secretary of Good
will Grange and had held that
office for 37 years until her resig
nation in December of 1937, gave
a paper on the growth of Goodwill
Grange, in which she pointed out
the changes over the years in
physical improvements, down to
the latest advances made in the
making of a well on Grange premi
ses. and the purchase of an eightburner, dual oven gas range for
the kitchen.
Mrs. Bernys Jameson, secretary,
read the first records dated Jan.
17, 1201.
The candle-lighted, gold-decora
ted anniversary cake, made in
three tiers, by Mrs. Rachel Raatikainen, of Thomaston, daughter of
charter member, Oliver B. Libby,
who as lecturer, arranged the an
niversary program, was decorated
by Mrs- Olive Fa’es, of South War
ren. The first five slices were cut
by Mrs. Bucklin, charter member.
The regular Grange program in
cluded roll call the day's thought
by Miss Alcy Jameson; reading of
a poem by Mrs. Josephine Milier
and making of the flag by Mrs.
Olive Fales; a discussion cn which
is the most economical, baker’s or
homemade bread, by Mrs. Doris
Maxey, and Mrs. Olive Fa’es; a
drawing contest wen by Mrs. Ann
Bucklin; and talk cn what they like
best in farming by Oliver B. Libby,
Fred Fernald, and Charles Cope
land, was presented.
Nine visiting Granges were rep> resented at the meeting
They
*were Topsham of Topsham. West
Bath of West Bath, Seaside of
Bristol. Megunticook of Camden,
St. George of St. George. Eastern
River of Dresden, Weymouth of
Thomaston, Meenahga of Waldo
boro, and Progressive of Winslow's
Mills.
It had been planned that the
50-year certificates be presented
at this time, but this was neces
sarily postponed due to the fact
they had not arrived. This pres
entation will be made later.
Goodwill Grange was organized
Jan. 7, 1901, by 26 charter mem
bers, 13 of them men, and 13 wom
en. The two living charter mem
bers, still active in Grange work at
South Warren, present Thursday
night were. Mrs. Anne Bucklin,
and Oliver B. Libby
Thirteen has been a number of
^jpuch bearing in the history of
this Grange, for the initial candi
dates numbered 13. and it was in
the year of 1913 that tlie mortgage
on the hall was paid, followed by
the traditional burning of the
mortgage papers.
Membership in this Grange num-

0

u0\)R INOf.

bers 196 Youngest is Neil Over
look, who is 15, and the oldest is
Mrs. Martha Kalloch, 85. Five ac
tive members, who are over 80 are:
Mrs. Anne Bucklin. Mrs. Annie Mil
ler, Charles Copeland, Fred Fern
ald, and Jerry Libby.
The first master was the late
Levi Bucklin, and the present mas
ter is Mrs. Josephine Miller Past
masters still living are Charles
Maxey, Fred Fernald, Leslie Cope
land, Fred Maxey, Mrs. Dora
Maxey, Norman Whitehill, William
Vinal, Bernard Whitten and Earl
Miller.
Between 1901, and 1906, the
Grange hall was located over the
Counce and Jordan store at South
Warren, near the site of the pres
ent hall. This was lost by fire in
1906. The present hall was built
in 1907. and dedicated at a pub
lic ceremony, followed by a social
dance.

Artificial breeding of dairy ccws
in Maine reached a new all-time
high in 1950. Some 32,346 different
cows were bred through the Maine
Breeding Co-operative. This was
an increase of more than 6.000 over
1949 Another new record was that
76 per oent of the cows’ owners did
not request another service with
in 30 to 60 days from the original
service. This is a definite improve
ment in breeding efficiency.
The Waterville unit of the M-B.
C.. with Gerald Arbo as technician
led the state in the number of
cows bred with 2.814. The Farmington unit, with Phillip Sellew as
technician, led in breeding effi
ciency with an average of 84 per
cent.
Dairymen may contact their unit
technician
or
Manager Paul
Browne at the Maine Breeding Cooperatve farm in Vassalboro (R.
F. D., Augusta) if they wish to join
the artificial breeding program and
make use of the best bulls in New
England.

NEWS OF THE GRANGES
IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Pioneer Grange

The 310 foot by 50 foot poultry raising plant of Robert Mitchell in Thomaston. The recently opened
building sets just in back of his Beechwood street home and has ample room about it to fence in a poultry
range for warm weather use.

SOIL CONSERVATION NOTES
Raymond Thurston Of Union Elected Vice
President Of the State Association
At the January meeting of the
district supervisors, a number of
pertinent items were brought up
fcr discussion. Among them were
the following:
A slogan contest will be held
seme time in the near future to
obtain a slogan for District letterheads. It is anticipated that this
contest will include all high schools
of Knox and Lincoln Counties and
cash prizes are to be offered.
The election of three supervisors
is to come up very soon. Detailed
information will appear at a later
date.
Ray Thurston
and Schuyler
Hawes attended and reported on
the meeting of the State Associa-

Annual Trade Show

tion of Soil Conservation Districts
held at Bangor. Mr. Thurston re
ceived the honor of being elected
vice president of the State Association.
A report on the number of trees
and shrubs given to the District coChicks by the thousands, just 7,500 of them here in the brooder setup shown on the Mitchell farm. A
operators was made. A total of 63 like number and similar setup utilizes tlie other half of the long building. As the chirks grow, the barrier
000 woody plants have been distriin the foreground is moved out to give them space.
buted to 90 farmer-co-operators
since the inception of the District.
A small amount of stock for ob
servational purposes has also been
received by the District from the
Jefferson Girls Invited To
Soil Conservation Service nurseries.
Radio Program: New
A farm planning priority list was
Club In Washington
reviewed and approved. This list
put into operation what is probab
Robert
Mitchell
of
Upper
Beech

Washington
includes these farms to be planned
ly the longest poultry house in the
woods street in Thomaston has just
during 1951.
Carter B. Phillips was elected
area. The poultry buyer, now in
President of the new 4-H Club
the growing side of the business
organized Saturday in Washington
too, coinpleted recently the con
at the home of Mrs. Rosa Hutchins.
struction of a 319 foot by 50 foot
Other officers elected arc: Joyce
one story building for his birds.
Hanson, vice president; Ernestine
The building was built almost en
Greenlaw,
secretary;
Patricia
tirely by Mitchell and his fatherJones, treasurer; Charlene Ludwig
in-law George Mills last Summer.
and Walter Greenlaw are flag
Help was called in for the pouring
bearers.
of the concrete foundations but it
The next meeting will be held on
was seldom after that help was
Saturday, Feb. 3, at the home of
employed.
Mrs. Ruth Greenlaw. A name for
Dear Farmer:
find an improved quality market.
The building, which has a 14-foot
Every once in a while, I am asked:
One of the items which you will peak, is supported in its 50 foot the club will be selected and pro
jects started at this time.
“What is being done to help sell be hearing about from this corner
width by two rows of posts running
the produce we grow on our farms?’’ is silage. One of the things to be
West Rockport
the length of the building and set
This has been mentioned before in considered about silage is the silo.
"Good Grooming” was the sub
to either side of the center line.
these columns but a recent report Like everything else exposed to the
Mitchell built the plant to ac ject taken up by the Leader. Viola
shows at least one piece of work ravaging effects of rain, cold, wind,
comodate 20,000 birds but received Starr at the eleventh meeting of
which can be measured.
snow and hail, silos begin to weaken 15.000 day old chicks from the Ni- the Singing Sewing Club in West
The New England Dairy & Food and deteriorate if not properly
chols Farms in Kingston. N H . Rockport.
Council, supported by self taxation maintained.
At the regular business session
to start off with. The birds are di
on milk produced, ran a poster
In the wood stave silo, dampness vided equally between cockrels and letters of thanks were read from
campaign in a large Boston bank hastens rotting, wind loosens the pullets. The flock is being raised for Mrs. Heald, Superintendent of the
during October. November and the hoops. Silage juices cause decaying
Isidore Poust of the Rockland Sunday School for the help given
first half of December. Milk con action on cement stave silos. CastPoultry Company on a contract by the club on the community
sumption in the bank’s cafeteria in-place concrete silos become
basis as is the practice of many Christma, Tree and from the form
jumped 2600 bottles, or 14 percent, rough, pitted and porous on the
er leader, Nnacy Andrews for the
poultrymen in this section.
over the same period of time in inside. Mortar joints of tile silos
The birds are now in their third nice photograph album presented
the previous year. This would ap permit corrosion of reinforcing
week and have 12 to go before de to her by the club members.
pear to prove the effectiveness of iron. Rust shortens the life of a
livery to the dressing plant in
Friendship
an educational approach in increas metal silo by years.
Rockland. The next flock will come
Sunshine Workers
sewed on
ing milk sales and other types of
Besides being strong, silos should along when there is a chance io aprons and holders at their meet
food sales. During the year, the be tight, smooth and well shaped
eventually put them on the range ing with the leader, Mrs. Marie
Council had almost 6,000 inches of to allow even settling without air
and 20.000 will be started.
Lash last week. Some of the girls
free newspaper publicity as well as pockets. It should rest on a firm,
The plant has 30 brooder stoves also learned to use the electric sew
radio and television time, be level foundation extending from
and 150 waterers of the glass bot ing machine. The next meeting is
sides their direct contacts with below frost level to 18 inches above
tle type, plus several automatic planned for Jan. 29.
consumers, doctors, nurses, dentists the ground, and good drainage
units which will be used entirely
Camden
and other people who can foster should be available to carry off ex
cnce the birds arc of a size to use
Pine
4-H
Club
members have
the use of milk.
cess juices.
them handily. Water is piped in
Another outlet doing consumer
More information available on from a nearby spring to supply the purchased pinking shears and but
tonholc scissors for use at club
educational work is the Extension request.
plant.
meetings.
Service, not only on a local com
Sincerely yours,
While Mitchell is traveling the
Clarista Payson, secretary, re
munity basis but in the large cities.
Gilbert Jaeger,
countryside buying and picking up
Regionally, a Boston office, main
County Agent. birds fcr the Rockland processing ports the girls are working on their
skirts and will try to finish them at
tained by the New England states,
plant., the father-in-law tends the
tlie next meeting on Jan. 31.
serves millions of shoppers by pro
flock. He comments that there Ls a
viding information to enable mar
Jefferson
lot of walking to the task as he op
keting understanding helps the
When electric power fails, you
Jean Ogilvie, secretary of Handy
erates from the grain room in the
farmer to sell more high quality don’t have to milk by hand, says
center of the building to carry Helpers 4-H Clubs reports that afl
produce and the housewife with Mardis R. Warner, Extension Ser
countless hods of feed to both ends of the clubs in Jefferson are going
more effective purchasing.
vice agricultural engineer of the of the long plant.
j to visit a bakery in the near future.
It is hoped that through the de University of Maine. For the price
Also, the clubs are invited to apI pear on the radio Marcli 10.
velopment of this type agency the of some ho e, you can use your
diet of the average American will car’s engine for power. Take oft
be bettered, that the spread between the windshield wiper vacuum hose
home economics.
farm and retail prices may be re Run the longer hose replacing it Five Thousand Members Of
Among the organizations arc the
duced, and that the farmer will to one of the pctcocks on the milker
Maine State Grange, Maine Con
Agricultural
Groups
To
suction line. Idling the engine will
gress of Parents and Teachers.
Attend Sessions
make enough vacuum to operate
Maine Council of Churches. Maine
one unit.
The committee in charge of pro- Federation of Women's Club, Maine
grams and arrangements for the Garden Club Federation, Maine
44th annual Farm and Home W’eek,' League of Women Voters, Maine
April 2 to 5, expects an attendance j Livestock Breeders Association
of more than 5.000 persons, Maurice Maine Milk Dealers Association,
Jones, committee chairman said Maine Sheep Breeders Association,
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS D.
this week. Program plans for the I Maine Rabbit Breeders Association,
week are progressing on schedule. Maine Association of Beekeepers,
$289.95
he said.
Maine State Pomological Society,
liberal traded
Easy tano
More than 20 state-wide organi- and Maine Poultry Improvement
zations interested in agriculture and Association, besides various State
rural life are assisting the College Departments and groups closely
OeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
of Agriculture in arranging a pro- ■ connected with the Agricultural
ST, GEORGE RD., TEL. 194-3
18-81 RANKIN 81,
gram which will have special value Extension Service. All are assist THOMASTON, ME.
BOCKLAND
to their, members as well as all who 1 ing in preparing programs of spe144-S-tf
3-S-U
are interested in agriculture andjCial interest to their members.

15,000 Birds Housed In Thomaston Poultry
Building Built By Robert Mitchell

THE COUNTY AGENT’S CORNER

Poultry. Farm. Home Show
To Be At Waldoboro In
Consumer Education Being Stepped Up By
Late February
William Jameson, President of
the Lincoln County Poultry Im
provement Association, has an
nounced that the Second Annual
Trade Show will be held in the
Waldoboro High School Gym on
Feb. 23. Doors open at 2.09 p. m.
i Over 20 exhibits of interest to
I poultr.vmen, and farmers in gen
eral. and homemakers, too, will
show new farm equipment and
home appliances. For instance, a
new type oil brooder, a new type
waterer, and a new method of feed
ing chicks will be shown.
There will be a speaker in the
evening. Some of those helping
are. Langdon Andrews, in charge
of the gym; Francis Reed, W’illiam
Dow and Malcolm Tilton.

Farm Bureaus Grow
Knox-Lincoln Tops Record
Of '50 With Three Other
Counties Gaining Too
With 19,505 men and women en
rolled, Farm Bureau membership is
now 661 ahead of last year at this
time Four counties have already
topped their total for all of last
year. They are Hancock. KnoxLincoln, Piscataquis, and Washing
ton. These counties have also es
tablished new all-time records for
Farm Bureau membership. More
than 1.300 Maine people joined the
Farm Bureau in December.
The membership roster will re
main open for several montlis but,
in order to take full advantage of
membership, rural people should
join now. says President Frank W.
Hussey, of Presque Isle.

TO SELL YOUR POULTRY FOR

THE BEST RESULTS TO YOU
CALL

Agencies Promoting Farm Produce

Milk With Your Car

Farm And Home Week

WE WILL BUY

BERRY BROTHERS
MORRILL, MAINE
TEL. LIBERTY 41-11, OR LINCOLNVILLE 22-6

Fair Prices, Honest Weight, Immediate Payment

MILLER’S

Chas. E. Stackpole

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

.... NO LOT TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL ....
3-S-tf

THE GRANGE CORNER

GARAGE

*

4-H Doings

The regular meeting of Pioneer
Grange was held Tuesday night
with the newly-installed officers
in the chairs.
State Deputy Carroll was pres
ent and instructed members and
officers in the changes in the ritu
alistic work State Juvenile Dep
uty. Mrs. Carroll, was also present.
Visitors were present from South
Hope. Seven Tree and Georges
Valley Granges.
The program, presented by the
Lecturer consisted of a debate:
•Resolved: That husbands should
eat all the new dishes which their
wives prepare,” with Sisters Young
and Brooks on the affirmative,
and Brothers Doman and Brooks
on the negative. Brother and Sis
ter Carroll and Brother Stockbridge were the judges. Tlie affir
mative side won by one point.
A treat of candy, pop corn and
cake was served by Sisters Agnes
Esancy, Lelia Layr and Katherine
Guyette.
The Grange voted to hold a fair
in the Fall with Bernice Young as
chairman
Sisters interested in forming a
Grange Circle are asked to meet
at the home of Bernice Young
Wednesday afternoon. Jan. 31.
The First and Second degrees
will be conferred on one candidate
at the next meeting. Feb. 13.
The charter was draped for our
late brother. Earl St. Clair, who
passed away Jan. 18. at Holden
Hospital, Holden. Mass after a
long illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Brooks left
Thursday, Jan. 25 for Albany. N Y,
to visit his brothers Carl and
George and mother. Mrs Addie
Brooks.
Seven Tree Grange
Seven Tree Grange met last
Wednesday night with 30 members
and three visitors present.
The First and Second Degrees
were conferred upon Sandra Mo
rine and Robert Austin. The same
candidates will receive the Third
and Fourth Degrees at the next
regular meeting on Feb. 14.
Tlie Lecturer presented a pro
gram of current events. Charades
and a skit entitled “Because he
joined the Orange.” The nickel
march was won by Bliss Fuller, Jr..
Much merriment was derived from
a swap party in which some mem
ber., were lucky enough to receive
plants, turnips and frozen straw
berries while others were unlucky
when they received out dated mag
azines, jigsaw puzzles with four
pieces missing and out of style
millinery.
Refreshments of doughnuts and
coffee were served in charge of
Jackie Hawes and Evelyn Hilt.
Worthy Master Hawes appointed
the following committee in charge
of refreshments for Feb. 14; Har
riet Carroll, Oeorgia Cramer and
Gertrude Danforth.
Master Hawes has called for a
practice meeting Monday night,
Jan. 29 at the Grange Hall. All of
ficers please be present.
Acorn Grange

not solicited please bring one or
the other.
Worthy Master Tolman would
like as many members as possible
to be present for this meeting so
to know what we are to do for this
new year.
One of our Orange members.
William Frye. Jr., of the Navy, has
been home for a few days' leave.
Below ls address of our Grange
member, Ernest Douglas, Jr., who
would like to receive mail frtm ail
his Grange friends.: Ret. Ernest
Douglas, Jr. VS51038965 , 265 QM.
Petro Suppy Co. Fort Devens. Mass.
White Oak Grange

First and Second degrees were
conferred on a class of four can
didates Friday night.
Jan. 26. the Ladies’ Degree team
of White Oak will confer the Third
and Fourth Degrees on the four
candidates
The Grange card parties were
held Jan. 10. at the heme of Ern
est Castner. Waldoboro, and Jan.
17, at Ernest Campbell’s Warren.
Following the Grange meeting.
Jan. 19. a movie was shown and
refreshments served
The movie.
“The Litte Red Wagon” was spon
sored by Swift and Co.
Owl’s Head Grange

Owl’s Head Grange will hold a
social on Jan. 30 for the benefit
of the Polio drive. Mr. and Mrs.
John Gamage are in charge of the
entertainment. Inez Montgomery.
Helen Coffey and Aletha Munro
will have charge of the refresh
ments.
The First and Second degrees
will be conferred on a large class
of candidates at the next meeting
on Feb. 13.
The Lecturers' program was as
follows: Song, all members: I
Know Something Good About
You, Robena Searles; Ten Grange
Commandments, Inez Montgomery;
Relay, Dressing the Model; reading,
W. M. Murray; songs, all members;
Two Glasses. Omar Searles; game,
A Garden, Marcia Greene; closing
thought, Trelma Murray; song, all
members. The Lecturers March
was won by Arthur Decker and
bank night was won by Frances
Gamage
Meenahga Grange

A regular meeting of Meenahga
Grange was held on Monday night
with 24 present.
It was voted that the Welfare
Committee be placed in charge of
raising a sum of money for the
March of Dimes drive. The Grange
also voted to send the lecturer to
the Lecturers' Conference in Wa
terville next month
Neighbors’ Night will be held
next Monday night, with invita
tions extended to Maple, Progres
sive,
Nobleboro
and
Willow
Granges. The refreshment com
mittee for that night will be Mertie Booth. Pauline and Leland
Johnston, and Alice and Robert
Hanrahan.
The annual reports of the sec
retary and treasurer were received.
A variety program was arranged
by the lecturer. Beatrice Milliken,
Special features were accordion
music by Parker Erskine of Noble
boro Grange and a talk on the du
ties of the Togus Gray Ladies by
Palmina DiNapoli.
The Welfare committee will serve
as refreshment committee for the
meeting on Feb. 5
Plans were made at the meeting
this week to attend Neighbors'
Night at Meenahga Grange of
Waldoboro next Monday.
Donations were made at tlie
meeting to the Polio Drive and to
the Hyde Home For Crippled
Children at Bath.
The overseer s desk has a new
rug which was purchased with pro
ceeds from a recent card party.
Games and dancing were In
order after the meeting was over.

The following committeees were
appointed by Master Lester Dela
no at the meeting on Jan. 17:
Sick committee; Mrs. Fannie
Davis, Mrs Jeanette Orff, and
Mrs. Josie Burns.
Home and Community Welfare
Committee:
Maurice Chadwick,
Lawrence Young and Sam Pipi
cello.
Finance Committee: Lois Dela
no. Annie Doc. Perley Benner.
Dance Committee: Alfred Orne,
Albert Orff. Cyrus Delano. Lester
Delano, Joseph Richards. Sam
Pipicello. and Maurice Chadwick,
with pianist. Fannie Davis.
There will be a Grange social on
Jan. 31. Everyone welcome. Sand
wiches would be appreciated.
Weymouth Grange
A well has been drilled and a
The Third and Fourth Degrees
pump installed so that now Acorn
Grange has water, a wonderful were conferred on candidates Mon1 day night by Dora Maxey.
relief to some of our faithful
Next Monday will be Neighbors’
brothers
i Night with a program which will
Mt. Pleasant Grange
feature the winners of the Junior
The public supper and auction Prize Speaking Contest at Thomwhich was held at the engine hall i aston High School
last Friday was a great success. Bill
Frye served as auctioneer with
everyone having a wonderful time.
• •
We would like to thank everyone
who made this supper and auction
the success it was.
Two new stoves have been pur
chased for the hall and expect to
have them set up for our next
meeting.
At our next meeting, Jan. 29,
District Deputy David Carroll will
make a visit for our school of in
structions. If anyone has any
questions to ask at this time bring
them along and he will answer
them
Refreshments will be served of
For social Items tn The Couriersandwiches, cake and coffee. Those Gazette. Phone 1044, City.
tf
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Mrs. Grace Andrews spent Wed , Sunday School 9 45 a. m. at the
nesday with her sister. Mrs. Rob ; Federated Church with morning
service at 11 oclock. the subject,
ert Walker, at Warren.
An
Arcana Lodge. Knights of Py ’The Foundation of Life.
thias, will work the rank of them. "The King of Love My
Knights Wednesday night. Supper Shepherd Is" by Shelley. At 7
p. m three films will be shewn.
will be served at 6 30
Mrs. Sadie Foster is having a “Christmas for Sweden ” ' Youth
two weeks’ vacation frcm her du and Summer in Sweden.’’ Majes
ties at Senter-Crane’s sotre, Rock tic Norway.” Thursday evening 7
o’clock the Story of Our Religion
land.
Mrs. Martha Carter is substitut <♦> “The United King-im."
Sunday School 9 45 a. m at the
ing for Mrs. Elizabeth Grafton,
Baptist Church with morning
who teaches the Seventh Grade.
The W C.T.U. met with Mrs Ora service 11 o’clock. This is Mr.
Swetnam's anniversary sermon,
Woodcock Thursday night.
subject to be ‘No Night There;’’
Church News
Mass will be ce.ebrated at St. 6 p. m. Young People's meeting
James Catholic Church Sunday at will convene under the direction
of Miss Marion Pickard
Al 7
9 a. m.
Services at St. John’s Episcopal o'clock the evening gospel song
Church Sunday morning at 8 service. The subject will be "The
oclock with Sunday School at 10 Calling and the Conduct of a
Christian."
o’clock.

“You Said It”

Save Pigs This Year

The Demand For Meat Calls Thomaston Talent Will Pro
duce Riotous Comedy
For Special Young
Jan. 31
Stock
Heavy demand for meat and
dairy products in 1951 gives farm
ers extra reason for saving thLs
year’s Spring pigs, calves and |
lambs, the American Foundation
for Animal Health reported today.
To help farmers save more of
this year's young animal crop.
Foundation
authorities
offered
these suggestions:
•'Peed the mother animals a bal
anced ration .providing animal pro
teins., vitamins and mineral- in
cluding legume hay
"Keep brood sow-, cows and ewes
comfortable and clean, free from
mites, lice and filth.
"Have the new animals born on
clean pasture—or in clean, dry,
well-bedded quarters, free from
chilly drafts.
"Toward the end of the gestation
period, be alert to assist at birth
if necessary'. Disinfect the navels
of the young.
’ Be sure newborn animals are
nuking properly. Calves need colastrum (first milk after calving.)
Have clean sod accessible to pigs
up to three weeks old.
"Watch for scouring; it may be a
sign of improper feeding, over
feeding. or of disease.
"Arcund weaning time, have
pigs vaccinated against hog colera.
Consult a veterinarian on the
need for vaccination of other stock
in light of local disease conditions.
"At the first sign of ailing health
in breeding stock or young animals,
obtein a diagnosis. Find out
whether disease, parasites or faul
ty nutrition Ls responsible. Cor
rective action, started promptly,
may save the lives of many young
animals.”

In the last few issues of The
Courier-Gazette patrens have no
ticed a small ad reading. "You
Said It.” Many would like to know
wliat it is ail about. Here’s the
answer.
Knox County will witness an
other play production in Watts
Hall. Thomaston, on Jan. 31 at 8 15
It is Samuel Frenchs three-act
comedy, "You Said It' by Dorothy
Connover. This producticn will
be presented by the Thomaston
Star Circle.
Almon B. Cooper, former presi
dent of the Knox Theatre Guild,
has charge of the production and is
the director. He stated yesterday
that he was pleased to have the op
portunity to work for the Star
Circle because it was giving Knox
County another chance to see the
atre done by local talent.
The stars of the play are Mrs.
Betty McChesney who portrays the
daughter. Naomi, of a wealthy,
worldly woman, Mrs Hortense
Belmont Cliffe, and has fallen in
love with a hotel clerk. Russell
Kelly plays the dual role of Spen
cer, the hotel clerk, and the num
ber one criminal. Slugger Simmons,
who looks exactly like the hotel
clerk and is shyly in love with
Naomi.
Mrs McChesney and Mr. Kellyare ably supported by a large sup
porting cast of thLs delightful
comedy taking place in a hotel in
the Adirondack Mountains in the
Summer.
Mrs. Gaye Payson does a nice
bit of work portraying thc part of
Mrs Gallop the owner of Gallop
Inn Mcst of her trouble is keep
ing her waitress, Marie, straight.
Mrs. Margaret Melgard portrays
the part of Musie. Can she chewgum! Mrs. Bess Goudy plays the
part of Mrs. Hortense BelmontFOR SALE
Cliffe. She is a snobbish and so
Good. Clean Used Cars. cially prominent woman of the
world and never allows anybody to
ROCKLAND MOTOR CO.
forget it.
215 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND .ME.
The cause of all the trouble are
11-12
two well-known criminals who are
trying to outsmart the greatest
criminal "Slugger Simmons. ' Mrs
Winola R. Cooper tries to fool
everyone by passing herself off as
the world famous opera singer,
Every Saturday Night
"Madame Rosa Renault."
Her
SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
3-S-tf partner in crime is Doctor Everard
Wood, well-played by Roger Con
ant.
No story is complete without two
young lovers. Warren Whitney
Matinee Today at 2.00
plays the part of the groom. Hart
Continuous Tonight from 6.30
ley Craig and the bride. Cindy
SATURDAY, JAN. 27
Ann. by Mrs. Patricia Whitney.
$$ ( ASH NIGHT SS
Slugger being as famous as he is.
110 Reasons To Attend 110
has a girl friend. Mayme Latimi.
played by Mrs. Ruth Perry and he
“ROCKETSHIP X-M”
also has a wife. Bette Anselus,
Plus
played by Mrs. Nina Hatch The
GENE AUTRY
crimes are all solved finally by the
. “COWTOWN”
able detective. Chick Payton, played
Final Chapter of “SUPERMAN”
by Albert Elliott.

DANCE

CAMDEN THEATRE

SUN.-MON.-TUES.
•>

A convenient and inexpensive
way to remove grease from your
pots and pans is to wipe them with
old newspapers which you can buy
at The Courier-Gazette In large
bundles for 10 cents.
62* aw

JAN. 28-30

Shows at 3.00—7.00—9.00

It's Closer Than Y'ou Think!

“DESTINATION MOON”
Color by Technicolor

| “YOU SAID IT’
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HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS

P
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THE RADIO SHOP
517 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
3-8-tf

PHILCO

3-12

Old and New Dances
COME ONE—COME ALL

GLEN COVE
GRANGE HALL
TUESDAY, JAN 30

Oliver Niemi’s Orchestra
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
Sponsored by Knox County
Outboard Boating .Assn.
Adm. 50r Tax Inc.

:

|

At St Peter's Episcopal Church, 203 meets in the vestry at 7 on
Rev. E O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday Wednesday. The Colonist Group of
The Village Chorus will meet at service: Parish Communion at St. Pioneer Girls meets in the vestry
Mrs. Marjorie Martin was given
a surprise birthday party last Fri Ihe home cf Mr- Fred Powers 14 Jchn's. Thomaston, at 8 a. m., and at 7 cn Wednesday under the lea
day at her home on the West Wal Trim street, next Tue-day night Parish Communion and sermon at dership of Mrs. Alvin Norton. On
Friday, the Pilgrim- meet at 4 in
9 30.
doboro road. Refreshments were at 8 o'clock.
• • 8 •
the vestry. At 7.30 on Friday a
served and Mrs. Martin received
Members of St. Margaret's Guild
At the First Baptist Church this meeting of the Sunday School
many nice gifts. Those present of St. Thomas Church are planning
Sunday in the 10.30 -ervice Rev. J. Board will be held in the vestry.
were: Mrs. Allison Soule and a square dance for February.
Charles MazDonald will be giving
8 8 8 8
daughter Cheryle; Mrs. Wayne
Thc Eager Beavers of the Con- the third in his series of messageAt
the
Congregational
Church.
Heald and daughter Candace; Mrs. giegational Church met at the [
Lowell Wallace and daughter Jean; Parish House on Wednesday and on "A Message to America," with Rev Charles R. Monteith. pastor:
Mrs. Byron Mills, Mrs. Roland received instruction from Earl Mar. this Sunday's subject. 'The Cause Youth Sunday will be observed at I
and The Consequence." The prayer 10.45 with nine young people who :
The lovely vase and the cut Walter, and Mrs Martin’s daugh riner in square dancing. Mr and groups will meet at 10.15 and the j
are members of the church par- '
Lynnette and Mrs. Carl Lane and Mr. and Mrs.
flowers used for a centerpiece at i ters, Suzanne,
nursery will provide care for small ticipating. The pastor will take
Martha.
the Hospital Auxiliary Tea in
Eliot Beveridge were guests of the childrrn during the morning serv
as his topic the theme of Youth
Home Demonstration Agent Con club and helped the young people
January were given to the patients
ice. The church school will have Week: "Christ Calls—Serve in
in the Women's Ward by Mrs stance Cooper of Rockland will or in following the intricate forms of classes for all age groups at noon. |
Faith."
Church School classeEmily Weeks of Ash Point. The ganize a Farm Bureau at the home the old tune dames.
At 6 the missionary meeting of the , will convene at 9 45 for third
flowers had been donated by of Mrs. Everett White at North
The WSCS will meet with Mrs. Ambassadors for Christ will be led graders and over; and at 1.30 for
Clark's Flower Shop, and were Waldoboro Feb. 2. at 7 30 p. m. Any Charles Burgess next Wednesday by Millard Hart. There will be a
thoe younger. UCY meets at 6 at
auctioned off following the "tea ’ one interested in the Farm Bureau alternoon.
meeting for prayer at 7 in the small the Universalist Church to com
may
attend.
and Mrs. Weeks was the highest
Mr. and Mrs. Eliot Beveridge will vestry preceding the evening ser- 1 plete plans for the interdenomina
bidder.
Mrs. Zucchi and daughter Ar- leave Monday for Florida for a vice at 7.15. Special choir and in- j tional service to be held Sunday
—KCGH dell have been visiting relatives in couple of months.
,-trumental music will be included j afternoon. Peb. 4. at the UnevirsaMis-, Margaret Adams, dietitian, Rhode Island for a few days. While
Mr. and Mrs. A. Y. Nafis will in this service, and Mr. MacDonald list Church with youth participat
has been ab.ent part of the week there Ardell came down with the leave for Sara-ota, Fla., on Sunday
will have a.s his subject, ' What Ls ing
from various
Protestant
due to the illness of her mother. mrasles and so she will visit for to spend the remainder of the
the News Today?" The prayer and ; Churches in Rockland. Appoint
Miss Rose Adams, a sister, has awhile and Mrs. Zucchi returned Winter.
praise meeting will be held on ments for the week include: Bey
been called home from Connecti home.
The Camden Garden Club met Tuesday at 7.30.
Scout Troop 2C6 meets at the
cut.
• 888
Ivan Scott returned home last at the home of Mrs. clarence Mac-1
church on Monday at 7; Deacons
—KCGH—
National Youth Sunday will be meet at the parsonage at 8 on Mon
Nellie on Tuesday afternoon. Lieut.
Mrs. Charles A Heino. 2.6 Old Saturday after spending a week at
Com. .1. D. Akers. Ret., gave a very observed at the Universalist Church day; circle supper will be served
County Road, sent in magazines thc 22d annua! convention of the
interesting account of the high in the service cf morning worsnip at 6 15 on Wednesday; the Kupples
National
Council
of
Farmers
Cofor the ward patients.
'
operative
in
Chicago,
Ill.
lights in his 30 years Navy career. beginning at 11 o'clock. Members Klub will hold its third anniver
—KCOH—
The Women’s Club will meet Refreshments were .served at the of the Youth Fellowship will con- j sary supper at 7 on Friday at the
Feb. 8. the Crippled children’s
duct the entire service, including Church.
Clinic will be held in tlie Bok ; Tuesday, Jan. 30 with Rev. Aaron close of the meeting.
the sermon in two parts the gen
B. Kelly as guest speaker. LunchNurses Home 1.30 to 3 p. m
eral theme of which will be Reli
—KCGH—
| con will be served by the following
gious Aspect* of Our Americtn
Mrs Eleanor Sayward, R.N., has hostesses. Mrs. Alice Stenger, Mrs.
Ideals. The first part of the sub
been appointed civil defense nurse Delia Hastings, Mrs. Myrtle ReevMRS. BARBARA ADAMS
ject will be presented by Theodore Traffic Deaths and Accidents
for Knox County by Dr. C. Har er. Mrs. Rena Crowell and Mrs.
Correspondent
M. Strong, Jr., and the second by
old Jameson.
Reach Serious Propor
Grace Williams. Feb. 6, will be the
Miss Barbara Daniels. All adults
—KCGH—
Gentlemen’s Night Banquet, which
Telephone 75-13
tions
The Board of Directors monthly
in tiie congregation are especially
meeting was held Jan. 26 at 4 p. m. will be held at the Waldoboro High
With
25
people
killed in traffic
School at 6.30. All tickets for the
The all out effort of the town in urged lo attend the -ervice in sup
in the Bok Nurses' Home.
port
ol
the
work
the
young
people
accidents
last
month,
Maine has
banquet must be purchased before regards to the March of Dimes
—KCGH
Mr. and Mrs Walter Loker Jan. 30. These tickets are available campaign can best be told by quot are doing. Other young people tak experienced its highest December
spent Friday through Tuesday in from either the club members or ing the following benefits: a baked ing part in the servic • are: William death record. This figure was the
Boston and vicinity visiting rela at Stahl's Tavern. The Methodist bean supper at Legion Hall last McLoon presiding; CaiUine Senter, result of 24 accidents, only one of
Homemakers will serve the supper. Saturday night, sponsored by the the responsive reading; William which killed mere than one person.
tives.
Pease, the scripture reading; Miss From an
accident
prevention
The Home Nursing Course class- Legion; a dance at Calderwoods
Jean Talbot the prayer and for the standpoint, the number of fatal
| es will begin Jan. 31 at the Baptist Hall the same night, sponsored by
[ Church vestry at 1.30 p. m. Mrs. E. Aunt El and Uncle Bob; a public offering Carol Stratton. Marion accidents is of more concern than
Talbot. William Schofield and John the actual total killed because of
; Long. Publiic Health Nurse will card party at the K. of P. Hall
Black. The kindergarten depart the potentialities of an even great,
MRS. CHARLOTTE HAWES
teach the course of six lessons Wednesday night, sponsored by the
Correspondent
ment of the Church School for the er loss of human life. Judged by
which will be held on Wednesday Pythian Sisters. Also there has
care cf younger children meets dur this standard December was the
and Friday each week at the same been gifts of money from the Le
Telephone 2-21
gion Auxiliary and the Grange. ing the service of worship. The most dangerous month of the year.
time and place.
The causes atributed to these fa
School children are filling dime Church School for all older classes
Orient Chapter, OES officers
Church News
meets at 10 o'clock.
tal accidents are as follows; seven
,
cards
at
school
and
there
are
Iron
were installed Friday night by Past
8 8 8 8
Methodist Church. Morning Wor
killed by speeding, five killed by
District Deputy Thelma Cole of ship at 11 a. m., with Rev. Philip Lung dime receivers in Hopkins and
“Truth" is the subject of the
reckless driving, four killed byAunt
El
’
s.
Liberty and her aides with Doris Paymer, pastor. Sunday School at
Lesson-Sermon which will be read
drinking drivers, two killed by rail
The Knights of Pythias worked
Payson as installing organist. Offi 12 noon. Youth Fellowship 5 p. m.
m all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
road trains, six killed by improper
I
the
first
degree
on
two
candidates,
cers seated were worthy matron,
cn Sunday. The Golden Text is
First BaptLst Church, Morning
pedestrian action, and one killed
Frances Doughty; worthy patron, Worship at 1045 a. m., with Rev. Colin Winslow and Curtis Dickey, from Psalms 108:3, 4; “I will praise
as the result of icy road.
last
Tuesday
night.
Gilbert Doughty: associate matron, Aaron B. Kelley, pastor. His sub
thee. O Lord, among the people;—
This December increase does not
Winona Brown was guest of her
Constance Durkee: associate patron, ject "The Power of an Idea in
fcr thy mercy is great above the
apply to fatalities. Total accidents
sister
in
Rockland
the
past
week

Clinton
Cramer;
conductress, Our Modem Times." Sunday School
heavens: and thy truth reacheth
reported this past month are 876
Georgia Cramer: associate con 12 noon. Youth Fellowship at end .
unto the clouds." Church services
compared to 616 a year ago.
Mrs.
Emery
Wooster
is
a
surgical
ductress. Ruth Leonard: chaplain, 6.30 p m.
Sunday at 10.30 and Sunday School j
It now appears that fatality fig
patient at Knox Hospital.
Ethel Creigton; marshal, Mildred
at 11.45.
ures
for 1950 are complete, al
James
MacDonald
returned
home
Philip
A.
Reed
• 8 • 8
Goff: organist. Virginia Hannan;
though several who were seriously
from
Knox
Hospital
Thursday.
At
St
Bernard's
Church
Sunday
Philip
A.
Reed,
43,
died
Tuesday
Ada, Jackie Hawes; Ruth. Leatrice
Merle Tolman of Vinalhaven is services are at 8 and 11 a. m Daily injured are still in hospitals. These
Burns; Esther. Christine Savage; Jan. 23, after a long illness at his
guest
of his daughter and sen-in- Ma-s is at 7.15 and Confession Sat figures show an increase of two
home
in
Friendship
Mr.
Reed
was
Martha, Edith Levenseler; Electa.
law,
Mr.
and Mrs. Joel Wooster.
urdays at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Sunday deaths or one percent more than
Gladys Cramer: warder. Avis Njch- a local fisherman and had lived in
The
Health
Council
is
to
have
a
Mass is at & a. m. at St. James last year. In view of increased reg
Friendship
for
the
past
23
years.
ols; sentinel, Beverly Burns. The
incoming matron. Frances Doughty, He was born in Boothbay Harbor, special meeting Monday Jan. 29. at Church. Thomaston and at 9 30 at istrations and licenses, both up
presented the past matrons' jewel March 19, 19C4, the son of Alvin the Legion Hall, mostly tc discuss the Church of Our Lady of Good about eight percent—and a larger
gasoline consumption, up six per
further the plans that are being Hope. Camden.
to Mildred Goff, retiring matron. and Carrie Miller Reed.
8 8 8 8
cent, we have a slight advance in
made
for
a
chest
x-ray
Clinic
to
He is survived by his wife, Mil
Refreshments were served in charge
At the Church of the Nazarene, highway safety.
of Mrs. Earl Butler. Mrs Alfred dred Simmons Reed, four sons, be held sometime in February at Maverick Square, services will be
There is, however, much oppor
Niskala. Mrs. Leland Briggs and Philip A., Wendall A., Robert A., Vinalhaven.
Due to the bad storm the North as follows: Sunday School at 9.15 tunity for improvement To combat
and Wilbur A. all of Friendshiip,
Mrs. Winifred Kenoyer.
a. m ; Morning worship at 10.45,
Miss Cecil Lewis, member of the his mother, Carrie M. Reed of Haven was unable to make its trip subject. "Christian Living, "Rev. this rapidly mounting accident
rate, it would seem that the mo
home
Wednesday.
All
the
school
teaching staff of Union High Boothbay Harbor, three sisters,
Ryan, paster; Young toring public itself must have a
Edwin L
;
basketball
players
who
went
to
School lias announced her recent Geneva Purdy and Alice Newcomb
people’s meeting at 6 p. m. followed
marriage to Warren Alieff of Ash of Boothbay Harbor and Ann Islesboro had to gladly spend an by the evening evangelistic service greater realization of this traffic
rules and regulations governing
other
day
away
from
school
due
to
Varney
of
Brunswick.
land. and has resigned her position,
at 7, subject, "Man's Banquet,” directly or indirectly. In other
Funeral services were held Friday the fact they couldn't get home.
resignation effective at the end of
A dance sponsored by the Knights midwei k prayer meeting Wednes words our citizens cannot shift
at 2 p. m.. at the Advent Church.
this term.
their regularity for accident pre
of
Pythias, is to be held Saturday day night at 78 o'clock.
Mrs Harold Wiggin left Friday Rev. Everett Pender officiated.
8 8 8
Jan.
27
at
the
K.P.
Hall
benefit
of
for Haverhill, Mass., where she Interment was jn the Harbor cem
Rev. John A Barker will preach vention onto others, but as good
the Chest x-ray Clinic.
will attend the wedding of her etery .
on "The Higher Quest" at the citizens, must assume even more
Mrs. William Hopkins and son. Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church than their proportionate share.
niece. Miss Marilyn McKay to Don
There must be a public accept
ald Freeman on Saturday.
Hali, Mrs. William Chester, Mrs. Billy, returned home Wednesday. Sunday morning—Sunday School
ance
of stricter enforcement mea
Miss
Rose
Marie
Baird
was
guest
Rev. Albert Oliver will have as Marion Merrill, Mrs. Annie May
meets at 11.45 with classes for all.
his sermon subject Sunday morn Black. Mrs. Gladys Taylor, Mrs. of Miss Helen Adams in Thomaston The Baptist Youth Fellowship will sures along with a more intensive
ing, “Religion and Life.” Service Cynthia Wass, Mrs. Bette Johnson, over the week-end.
have as guests at 6 o'clock. The educational program in schools
Curtis Dickey spent Monday in Lincoln Association Baptist Youth and communities and a more con
is at 10 30, with nursery and kin Mrs. Regina Dubois, Mrs. Joyce
dergarten conducted in the vestry. Andrews, Mrs. Ruth Barrows, Mrs. Bangor.
Fellow-hip Discipler's Trio. At 7.15 scientious compliance with the
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Stone of the evening service will be held rules and regulations governing
Clarence Leonard was taken to Nettie Andrews, Mrs. Betty Dorr,
Knox Hospital Thursday.
Mrs. Avis Tolman, Mrs. Bernice Camden were guests of Lecn S’.on’ with a sermon on "The Man Who the use of our streets and high
ways.
Mrs Nelson Calderwood enter Freeman, Mrs. Laura Gregory, Mrs. Monday through Wednesday of Set a Price on God." There will be
this
week.
tained the Friendly B’s Thursday Helen M. Gregory, Mrs. Doris Stan
special music. On Tuesday prayer
Read The Courier-Gazette
Glen Pendleton is now with the meeting will be held at 7.30 p. m.
night.
ley, Mrs. Helen H Gregory, Mrs.
Air
National
Guard
stationed
at
Mrs. Robert Farris resumed her Cecelia Moore and Mrs. Katherine
The study this week will be on Rev.
Dow Field. As of Feb. 1, this part The Opener of the Sealed Book."
teaching duties Wednesday after Pinkham, all of Glen Cove.
of the service will be classed as On Wednesday, the Ladies Aid will
noon.
Postmaster Herbert Waldron and
William Hawes of Watertown, Mrs. Waldron attended the Post the regular Air Force.
meet at the home of Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. John Brown has been con Norton, 170 Camden street, at 7
SUNDAY
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. masters' meeting at the Rockland
fined to her home because of ill o'clock. The Boy Scout Troop No.
Herbert Hawes for a few days.
Hotel Wednesday night.
’ ONE DAY ONLY
ness the past week.
High School students were Busy
Mrs. William Partridge of War
The hours that the Nurse will be
Tuesday having pictures taken for
The Law Said He Had
ren called on her daughter, Mrs. in town and also the hours the
the year book.
Vera Cousins Thursday.
dispensary will be open are posted
To Die
Chairman of the March of Dimes
Henry Farrow of Potterville, Cal., in the Post Office for anyone, who
reports a net slightly over 1500 re
WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
ceived from the Finnish-American was guest of Mr. and Mrs. Alton is interested, to see. Since the de
But their love endured
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Wincapaw
and
Mr
and
Mrs.
Her

parture
of
Dr.
Bearor,
the
dinpendance held Saturday night.
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.
sary is now located in the home of
everything—
Miss Ruth McKinley will be at bert Waldron Tuesday.
TODAY ONLY
Mr and Mrs. Henry Farrow left Richard Crockett.
home for the week-end and a few
SATURDAY, JAN, 27
for their home Friday, Jan 26.
Even the Death House
days between semesters.
Double Feature.
Mrs. Lois Anderson was called to Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
ABBOTT & COSTELLO in
Damariscotta Monday by the illness
"ONE NIGHT IN THE
GLEN COVE
of her mother, Mrs. Lettie Pryor.
TROPICS"
Mrs. Richard Freeman and Mrs.
Mrs Lizzie French of Rockland
Also
James Moore gave a surprise house
is a guest of her daughter and sonroddy McDowell in
warming for Mrs Katherine Pink
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Freeman
"BIG TIMBER"
I. 0. 0. F. Hall, Union
ham at the home of Mrs. Carl Free
I for two weeks.
introducing
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 31
man Wednesday night. She was
SUNDAY
AND MONDAY
Betty Lou Brewster has been a
Price 25c
SALLY
PARR
PHILIP SHAWN
presented with two end tables and
JANL’ARY 28-29
Includes Refreshments and
guest of her grandparents, Mr. and
John Wayne, Patricia Neal in
a lamp Refreshments were served
Door Prize
j Mrs. Alton Wincapaw the past
"OPERATION PACIFIC
and a good time was had by all.
SCOTCH AUCTION AND
1 week.
TODAY
Guests were Mrs. Lizzie French
HOMEMADE FUDGE SALE
TUESDAY
AND WEDNESDAY
Mrs. Grace Hare spent Wednes
and Mrs Jane Johnson of Rock
JANUARY 30-31
Sponsored by
day In Portland shopping.
DON BARRY in
Van Johnson. Kathryn Grayson
land, Dorothy Sherman of Owl's
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Mrs. Ellen Daucett was hostess
at a party given at heT home on
Russell avenue Wednesday night.
Present were: Bernice Mahoney,
Lincolnville;
Georgia
Walker,
Miss Marion Weidman. Mr-. Una
Ames. Mrs. Mi dred Roberts. Mrs.
Alice Marshall, Mrs Ruth Mar
shall, Mrs. Madelyn Shalou. Mrs.
Evelyn Heath, Miss Elizabeth
Daucett. Mrs. Stella Simonton,
and Mrs. Alice Simonton. Re
freshments were served by the hos
tess.
Pfc. Forrest Daucett returned
Wednesday to Camp Campbell. Ky.,
where he is stationed afteT hav
ing visited his parents. Mr. and
Mrs Charlton Daucett for a week
and a half.
Miss Faye Payson of Warren was
week’end guest at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Charlton Daucett.
Mr. and Mrs. Lamont Roberts
and children Sharon and Warren of
Rockport, Mr. and Mrs James Rob
erts and daughter Linda of Rock
land and Mrs Geneva Roberts of
West Rockport were in Bangor
Sunday visiting Mrs. Florence
Tibado and daughter Ruth.
The Thimble Cub met at the
home of Mrs. Evelyn Crockett
Wednesday. The next meeting will
be at the home of Mrs. Gladys
Wilson West street.
Arthur Clark of West Rockport
is a patient at the Mae Murray
Nursing Home.
Tlie Try To Help Club met at
the home of Mrs. Evelyn Crockett
Monday night for their annual
poverty dish supper which includ
ed pea soup. Johnny cake and
doughnuts. There were 16 present.
A social evening followed the sup
per. The next meeting will be
at the home of Mrs. Edith Wall,
Richards’ Hill.
The Girl Scouts didn't meet
Wednesday because of the weather,
however they will meet Wednes
day at the Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Welt of
Rockport. Mi and Mrs. Henry
Baldwin of Camden and Mrs.
Grace Hare of Glen Cove were in
Portland Wednesday.
Melville Welt has been on vaca
tion from Baldwin Cleaners this
week.
Church News

Divine Worship in the Metho
dist Church will meet at 9.45 a. m.
with Rev. John G P Sherburne
preacher. Sunday School will fol
low at 10.45 with Ernest Crockett,
superintendent. At 6 p. m. there
will be a union service at which
time the sound motion picture of
the Amsterdam Conference, 1948,
of the World Council of Churches
will be shown. Lucile Hall, Helena
Kenney, and Bernice Morton are
on the flower committee for this
Sunday.
Morning worship in the Baptist
Church will convene at 19.45 a.m.
with Rev. Carl W. Small's sermon
topic being: "Antidote For Fear.’’
Church School will follow with
classes for all ages. The Youth
Group meets at 6 p. m with the
evening service following at 7 p. m.
At this time the Missionary film.
"Heart of India" will be shown
Thursday night at 7 o’clock there
will be Prayer Meeting and Bible
study.

See the latest styles In Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf
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Engaged

Social Matters
Mr and Mrs John Smith Lowe.
Jr, of Gardiner announce the
birth. Jan. 26. of a son. John Smith
Til. Anna Flizabeth Ls mean
time the guest of her grandpar
ents. Dr. and Mrs. John Smith
Lowe. Masonic street and will con
tinue the visit two or three weeks.

jj^we,

Mr. and Mrs. John Blethen and
daughters Janice and Johnna of
Waterbury. Vt.. are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Gregory
Mr.
Blethen is leaving this week-end
for Myerstown. Penn., where he
4ll be employed as a chemist in
Whitmoyer Laboratories.

The Maine Women's Club of NewYork wil meet at the Hotel NewYorker Saturday. Feb 10 at 2.30
Ip. m. Miss Jean Morrill of B. Alt
man's Decorating Shop will speak
on "Interior Decorating." Guests
are invited to attend the meeting.
The Maine Womens Club of New
York, has as its major project the
early part of 1951, is sponsoring an
retractive exhibit on Maine. This
is to include books on Maine and
books by Maine writers, scenes of
Maine, and Maine products Worlds
to Explore, published Jan. 1. by
the American Book Co. contains a
biography
of Margaret Chase
Smith by Isabel Whittier of Bruns
wick, current President of the
Maine Women's Club of New
York.
*Mr and Mrs. Arthur Theriault ol
South Portland announce the mar
riage of their daughter, Violet to
Earle Haskell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earle Haskell of Rcekland, on
ijan. 20. at the bridegroom's home.
Attendants were Mr Susie Baker
iof Portland and Clarence Thistle
of Rockland. The bride wore a
Istreet length blue crepe dress, with
brown accessories,
Mrs. Baker
[wearing a brown street length dress,
Mth having corsages of red roses
land white carnations.

!
j

The Bayonne i N.J.) Times car
ries this item of interest to Rock
land readers. Mr and Mrs. Harry
C Hallberg of Orange announce
the engagement and apprcaching
marriage in February of their
daughter. Miss Beverly Ann Hall
berg, to Charles A. Greenlaw, son
of Mr and Mrs Aubrey E. Green
law of 31 West 31st .street and
Isle au Haut. Maine. Miss Hall
berg attended Orange High School
and was graduated from Colby
College. Waterville. Me. A member
of Sigma Kappa Sorority, she
serves as director of teen-age ac
tivities at the Bayonne Young
Women's Christian Association
Her fiance is also a graduate of
Colby College, where he was a
member of Delta Upsilcn frater
nity. He served for three years
with the Army in the European
Theatre of Operations during
World War I. At present he is
employed by the Department of
Defense in Washington, D C.

Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Wixson aaid
Mr.- Nellie Grotton were in Rock
port Thursday night to attend the
installation of Harbor Light Chap
ter. O.E.S.

Mr and Mrs. Luke Dorr leave
Tuesday to make their home in
Hartford, Conn., where Mr. Dorr
Mi’s. John Thompson, Miss Mau. has a position with Pratt Whitney
reen Burns and Mrs. Domenic Company.
uccinello were
in Waterville
Miss M. Lucille Nason enter
hursday to attend the quarterly
neeting of the Maine Diocesan of tained Thursday night at dessert
Catholic Women.
and canasta at her apartment on
Camden street. Guests were Mrs.
Mrs. Archie W. Bowley is visit Nettie Frost. Miss Ruth Rogers and
ing Mrs. Luke Davis in Framing- Mrs. Josephine Rice.
|ham. Mass.
The MacDonald Class of the
Miss Diane Cameron, whose mar- First Baptist Church met with Mrs.
Iriage to Richard Paul ot Waldoboro Harriet Emery Broadway, Thurs
[takes place in the near future, was day evening. Mrs. Doris Antes and
given a surprise miscellaneous pre Mrs. Mildred Hart were assisting
nuptial shower Wednesday night hostesses. The group worked on
at the home of Miss Cynthia their White Cross project. Others
Knowlton, Purchase street. Mrs. present were: Mrs. Susan Bowley.
Chester Mason. Jr., and Mrs. Dale Mrs. Agnes Young, Mrs. Eleanor
Lindsey were assisting hostesses. Ames. Mrs. Doris Stanley, Mrs.
Miss Cameron was presented a Madge Fifield, Mrs. Dorothy Baxter,
[decorated basket filled with gifts. Mrs Marjorie Argyle, Mrs. Mar
Mrs Virginia
10!ffet lunch was served by candle jorie Bickmore,
light. Invited gupsts were: Miss Stoddard. Mrs. Beatrice Grant.
Anna Bullard, Mrs. Horatio Knight Mrs. Margaret Chaples. Mrs. Ethel
Mrs Donald French. Mrs. Charles Godfrey, Mrs. Muriel Thurston,
Ross, Miss Greta Nelson. Miss Ruth Mrs. Mabel McKu-sic, Mrs. Au
Dorman and Miss Earlene Perry of drey Teel. Mrs. Florence Young,
Rockland, Mrs. Newell Hodgkins cf Mrs. Betty Derr, Mrs. Emma Hill.
Union, and Mrs. Robert Kane of Mrs. Blanche Gardner, Mrs. Sybil
Mills and -Mrs. William Brawn.
Waldoboro.
The class expressed its regret at
See the latest styles in Furs and losing one of its members, Mrs.
Sloth Coats, moderate prices, top Betty Dorr, who leaves Tuesday to
jql(:tv. at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf I make her home in Hartford. Conn.

BERRY-JOHNSON NUPTIALS

Travel Talks
Litsa Vardavoulis Will Pre
sent Remarkable Pictures
Sunday Afternoon At
St. Peter’s

Robert Lindquist and Everett
Humphrey will be co-chairmen of
the Congregational Circle supper
Wednesday night. The commit
tee includes: Maurice Lovejoy.
Stewart Orbeton. Louis Cook,
Francis Orne. Jerome Burrows, Al
lan Murray. Rev. Charles R Monteith, Cleveland Sleeper. Jr.. Joseph
Emery. Charles Emery. Fred Black,
A J. Bird. John G. Snow, Theo
dore Bird. Walter Barstow, L W.
Dean, David Beach. Alan Bird. E.
Car! Moran. C F. Snow. Sam
Pepiceilo, Walter Morse. A. W.
Bowley. Van Russell and Lloyd
Lawarence.

Frisrilla Gushee

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gushee of
Appleton announce the engagement
of their daughter. Priscilla J.
Gushee to Wendell Butler, son of
Mr. and Mrs Earle Butler of
Union.
Miss Gushee graduated from
Appleton High in 1946. and is em
ployed at Georges River Inn. War
ren.
Mr. Butler attended Union
Schools, and is employed at John
Creighton's store in Union. No
date has been set lor the wedding.

A travel talk of unusual interest
will be given first hand Sunday
afternoon at 4 o'clock in St. Peter's
Undercroft by Litsa Vardavoulis
It wi’.l be illustrated by motion
pictures of rare beauty showing
all points of interest encountered
in the tour made by Mrs. Varda
voulis in the recent past.
The pictures present a charm
ingly informal view of the natural
beauties and of the people, their
custom and homes in Greece. Italy.
Sicily and the beautiful Isle of
Capri. Mrs Vardavoulis saw the
life and grandeur of scenery with
alert and intelligent eyes and will
bring to her hearers Sunday aft
ernoon a never-to-be-forgotten
presentation. The public wil be
welcome to the lecture and tea.
Contributions for a good cause
will be taken at the meeting.
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Tales of Maine’s Birds
and Flowers, Lakes and
Trees. Aptly Told by
Skunky. Freddy Big-Feet,
Ducky Waddle and Others.
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The other story tells of cruelty
to the bear. This same warden
was called to a small community
where they had a series of sheep
killed. He went alone to investi
gate. The bear had done consid
erable damage.
He sent to Augusta for two large
bear traps and these he set with
painstaking care. The bear was
trap-wise so he went and fetched
his Belgian shepherd. The first
day the dog tracked the bear and
lost him The traps were reset
and the second day the dog cor
nered the bear near one of the
traps. In the melee that followed
the bear backed into one of the
traps which closed Its sharp prongs
upon the bear's hind paw He was
caught securely. At bay he lunged
repeatedly at his tormentor, the
dog. His eyes were ablaze and the
saliva ran from his mouth From
his throat came deep growls of
frustration and anger. The dog
kept jumping at the bear and
barked
Upon this
came the war.
and wjth one shot he ended
the life of the vici0lLS sheep.uiler
It ^s merciful for here was a bear
Who ^ad
jje]d jn captiVity as
a cub and he had escaped. The
owners had placed a thick leather
co]lar around the cubs neck and
as he grew t0 adult siM aft„
caping from the roadside stand,
the collar did not grow: this left
a deep, raw ridg? around the
^,..5 neck This unhealfd 50re

To Be Wed

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts,
Mrs. E. C. Boody. Jr., Mrs. Georgle
Rackliff and Mi's Katherine Vea
zie. members of Golden Rod
Chapter O ES. attended the in
stallation of Harbor Light Chap
ter in Rockport Thursday night.

The Black Bear mother has from
one to four cubs. They are born
between January and March, about
two months before Mama Bear
emerges from her den. The cubs
are not very promising at this ten
der age; they are bare in body as
Air. and Mrs. Willis ft. Berry (Miss Janet Johnson)
well as in name. They weigh from
Miss Josephine Gustin celebrated
her 19th birthday Wednesday night
Miss Janet Johnsen became the and her corsage was of pink roses. eight to eighteen ounces at birth,
at thp home of her sister, Mrs.
bride of Willis R Berry. Fridaj The mother of the bridegroom were have no teeth and do not open
Frances Kirk The party was given
night at the liome cf her parents, blue faille with corsage of pink their eyes for seme time. Tlie cubs
stick with Mama Bear until the end
by her tliree sister's Mrs. Kirk,
Mr. and Mrs. Rrdney Joidan. rases.
x...
Mr- Mary Vanor.se and Mrs. Mari
Brooklyn Heights Tlie double-ring
Following the ceremony, a recep of the first Summer when she
anna Monroe. Young friends who
service was performed by Rev J. tion was held with Mrs. Norman usually casts them loose to shift
helped make it a happy noisy occa
Charles MacDcnald. of the First Connon. Mrs. James Thornton, Miss for themselves.
Jacqueline Messer
Our Black Bear will eat almost
sion were: Miss Nancy Luizza,,
Baptist Chureh of Rockland, and Dorothy Goguen, Miss Judith Con
Miss Grace LaGrassa, Miss Agnes
Mr Sidney Messer of 13 Claren took place btneath an arbor, at non and Miss Gwendolyn Thcrnton everything, bugs, bees, clover, berBald. Miss Christine Carvarscn, don street. Rockland, announces tractively decorated with fir and serving. Miss Irene Johnson, sis ries, roots, frogs, field-mice, fish;
Miss Virginia Young, Miss Betty the engagement of her daughter, flanked on each side with gladiolas. ter of the bride, had charge of the loves wild honey and ants. They
Long. Miss Mary Cates. Miss Au Jacqueline Vera Messer to Charles Mrs. Barbara Ferna’d. sister of the guest book and Miss Mary Berry, will stick a furry paw in an an
drey Hopper, Miss Carolyn Harri Watts McLain, son of Mr. and Mrs. bride, was matron of honor, and sister of the bridegroom, served hill and the ants, wild at the invader who wrecks their home
man. Miss Louise Skinner. Miss Chester Overlock of Rockland.
Charles Berry, brother of the the punch.
Miss Messer is now attending | bidegroom, was best man. Mrs
Wanda Bradbury,
Miss Joan
The bride is a graduate of Thom crawl all ov.r the bear'.- paw Tlie
Clough. Miss Dorothy Fowles, Miss Rockland High School where she I Edward Lakeman was soloist, ac aston High School and a member bear then tilts his paw and greed
Jackie Messer. Mrs. Mary Brown. is now a Senior.
companied by Mrs. Janet Orff.
of the National Honor Society. She ily licks the crawling ants off. lickMiss Gustin received many beautiMr. McLain graduated in the I The bride was attired in a royal a’so attended Knox Business Col ing his chops at this succulent
bul gifts. The birthday cake was cla-s of 1949 He Is new employed ' b'ue wool .- tilt with c rsagi of yel lege. She is employed at Huston- meal. The bear is a born thief was infested with maggots. The
made by Mrs. Herbert Kirk. The as a motion picture operator at I low roses. The matron of honor Tuttle Book Co.. Rockland
They will break into camps for bear must have suffered untold
the interiors in agony
group spent the evening dancing. Randolph. Maine.
wore a navy blue gabardine suit
Mr. Berry is a graduate of War food, wrecking
The throat
so sniaU the
Refreshments were served. The
and had a blue carnation corsage ren High School and is employed their search. They will kill sheep
hostesses were Mrs Frances Kirk
Mrs. Jordan, mother of the bride, | at Warren Woolen Mil'.. The couple I and how they enjoy pork Th« bear coujd not eat wer. go he took
Miss Marion Passalacqua, Mrs.
faun and porcupine are easy prey to killing sheep to drink his food,
wort a light blue print silk dress will reside in Warren.
Mary Vanorse and Mrs. Marianna
for their appetites. In ihe Fall The bear was net so much to blame
MRS ALLIE LANE
Munroe Those unable to attend
Crosby, the blind hymn writer, - Mrs. Hollis Quinn at Cavendish, j they gorge them:elves on wild ber as the owner who did not properly
Correspondent
were Miss Cera Rowling, Mrs, Flo
were read by the committee Sev Vermont, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur ries and nuts of all kinds Some care for his charge
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Mrs. Marion Young was honor
Lady Knox Eeauty Shop will be
closed with benediction by Rev. W for lunch and a social evening dom tackle a man in spite ol their could well be written.
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at
a
surprise
stork
shower
closed Monday. Jan. 29 through
S. Stackhouse. After the meeting pleasantly passed with sewing and huge strength and ferocity They
(The End.l
Thursday, Feo. 1.
12’13 given b.v Mrs Marjorie Conway
are equipped with strong jaws and
Note: The bear's life was no
Tuesday night, with about 20 a social hour was enjoved and re other handwork.
laige canine teeth with which to doubt prolonged by the maggots
To learn typing, plenty of prac guests present. Mrs. Young re freshments served.
Rugs wear better if they are rip the flesh from their victims as the Burmese used maggots for
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McFar
tice is necessary and also, plenty ceived a large number of fine gifts
of paper. For exercises in touch which were attractively arranged land returned Monday to their based on newspapers. Bundles 10 Their molars can crush the bonds centuries to clean gangrenous
typing, newsprint will serve the on a table daintily decorated in home here after visiting their tents and up at The Courier-Ga of a moose The most powerful wounds in their elephants,
62* aw weapon is their fore-paws, a side
purpose excellently and economi pink and blue. Refreshments were daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and zette.
swipe with one of them will fell
O’BRIEX-FITZGERALD
cally. For sale at The Ccurier-Ga- served and a most pleasant social
an ox. The female b ar will brave
Miss Ivy LouLse
Fitzgerald,
zette, 15 cents a package.
l’5O event enjoyed by all present.
any danger and will attract m n or daughter of Mr and Mrs. Daniel
Mrs. Isabelle Osgood has been a
beast in the defense of her your.g P Fitzgerald, foimerly of Rockpatient at Knox Hospital, Rock
Stringent laws have been passed land, now of 163 York street. Portland. this week.
to protect bears in captivity. Some land, became the bride cf Robert F.
Mrs Cleo Shields entertained the
owners of bears d splayed at road- O'Brien of the U. S. Coast Guard,
"lend me a hand'
Night Hawks Wednesday night at
side stands were cruel towards their 11 w stationed at Sou'h Portland,
her home on High street for lunch
charges as were some of the specta- The ceremony was performed at
and a social evening devoted to
ters. They were sometimes left in the home cf the brides parents, by
sewing.
a hot sun without shade and they | Dcnald S. Smith. Justice of the
Church Night was observed Wed
forgot to feed and water them peace. Miss Patricia Curtis cousin
nesday night at Union Church
properly.
of the bride was maid of honor.
Z)
vestry under the direction of the
Some of the public would jab Frederick Favreau served as best
Lookout Committee. Mrs. Ellen
them with sticks Cne cf the fol man.
Conway. Mrs. Isabelle Calderwood.
lowing stories deals with this sub
A reception followed the cere
Mrs Lida Ames. Mrs. Edith Poole,
ject.
mony. Those present were: Miss
Mrs. Erma Holbrook, Mrs. Doris
A few years back one of Maine's Peggy Jennings. Mr. and Mrs.
Arey, with Mrs. Conway as leader.
popuar game wardens was a 'Beai- Joseph Taylor. Mr. and Mrs. George
The meeting was opened with sing
Man." He was considered an ex Rideout. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
JOIN’'MARCH OF DIMES ing
of hymns by the congregation,
pert on the capturing and hand Rickett. Mr and Mrs. Charles Car.
prayer by Rev. W. S. Stackhouse.
ling of bears At his home in the ver. Out of town guests were
Excerpts from the life of Fanny
heart of Maine's wildlife country Mr. and Mrc Raymond Stevens and
he had a long “henhouse-like'' Patricid Curtis of Rockland.
building equipped with separate
pens for the adult bears and cubs.
He also had a splendid specimen
of a Belgian police deg. This dog
he had trained to track bears. He
also taught the dog to WTestle with
one of his favorite cubs, a bear
— Limited Time Only and CROSLEY present the
of the female variety which an
Men’s & Women’s
swered to the name of Judy. One
NEW SHELVADORS' for '51!
SUITS
$1.19 ea.
year he featured them in an act
(Fur trim & storm coats
at the Sportsmen's Shows.
2 for 1.69
not included)
Judy the bear was quite a char
SWEATERS
Reg. 59c ea.
acter, rode in the front seat of the
car with him and followed him
SKIRTS
(up to 25 pleats)
2 for 79c
around as did the dog.
RUGS
Room Size
As we said in the previous arti
3.29 ea.
(Dusted, cleansed, resized, Mothprotexed)
Reg. $4.50
cle bears are unpredictable. Across
the door of each pen he had a
Reg. $1.50 pr.
heavy piece of logging chain
(Up
to
(3x7)
DRAPERIES
89c pr.
dropped over two upright hooks. With
Everyday Cotton
Reg. 22c ea.
Usually in entering the pen he Automatic Defrosting f
simply slipped one end of the chain Thorw'a nothing olu Ilk* It-Um way Am
SHIRTS
3 for 49c
off the hook leaving it to dangle 1951 Sholvador Rthlftrators dotrost thoa*•**•» compwtily la 2 to 10 muuitn!
(Reg. 69c ea.l
BOYS’ SUITS
39c ea.
as he opened the door of the pen.
In
entering
Judy's
pen
this
par

(
Reg.
39c
ca.
)
TROUSERS
29c ea.
oas
EDWARD WILMANS. scrap baler veyors which carry baled scrap to
D.,i<„
These "Standard Service Specials" offer the loicest priced
operator in tlie new Pittsburgh. Fa., waiting gondolas on track outside ticular morning for no reason at
fine quality cleansing in iWoine
cuvet
plant of the Fisher Body Division of the building. Arrow points at tele all he slipped into the pen with *»» “ CroUoyl
SHtlVAD°R
General Motors, is sole spectator of vision screen over his left shoulder the chain in his hand She was Fr*
Phone for
what is probably television's longest which shows when a car is loaded always so docile and affectionate
continuous show. Wilmans stands at and ready to be moved by automatic but this morning she was different.
Free Pickup
control panel which governs con controls so that another ear may be She sprang at her friend and
or
veyors bringing scrap into baling loaded Television camera is mounted keeper, sunk her sharp teeth into
142 MAIN ST 'inrKLAND ME,
Take to One
area, basket which dumps scrap into on roof of building Inset shows his arm and if it were not for the
MAINE'S LEADING CLEANSERS
TEL. 721
baler, compressor which squeezes enlarged picture of the view Wil
of Our Stores
chain he held in his hand she
5-ThAS-tf
scrap into 8<Xt-pound blocks and con mans sees in the television screen.

VINALHAVEN

World's Most Exclusive TV Show

r
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SAVE UP TO 50%

WATKINS

They Serenade Our Kitchen Aids
|4

Packard’s can give you a modern kitchen—com
plete from sketch to installation, that will make you
sing our praises.
Ask the gal who has one! She’ll tell you about our
Bird Linoleum Flooring that’s a cinch to keep clean—
so easy underfoot.

She’ll point with pride to the Wallace Wall-Lite
Tileboard and J-M Ceiling Tile that cover walls and
ceilings with spic and span beauty ... she’ll rave about
her compact Bilt-Well or Geneva Cabinets . . . chock
I^'jII or storage space, and so step-saving.

MONTHLY TERMS ARRANGED

LUMBER & BUILDING MATERIALS
(/he

of(ftiesvctfL,f j/eswice/

BAY VIEW ST. CAMDEN

Tel.

478

House-Sherman,
Inc.

62nd Anniversary Cleansing SPECIALS

f'ftATC
IJ

Watkins

House-Sherman, Inc.

would bare taken bis ble.
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The Cascade Alleys

STEAMBOAT YARNS

Pirates Strike Their Colors
To Their Gallant Web
footed Rivals

of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

This group oi crew members of one of the great Penobscot Bay steamboats awaits identification. Two Strand
Theatre tickets await the person who can name them all.

Iu 189b the hip was scheduled to be a great succes and with the
make 145 trips between Boston and City of Rockland the two ships
earned their nicknames, The White
Bangor and never lost a trip during
Piters of the Bangor Line
the year and was never at any tune
In the Spring of 1902 Capt. How
more than one hour late at any ard Arey of Hampden became mas.
port due to weather conditions. In ter of the Bangor. He was pilot
189" the steamer made 170 trips when the City of Bangor made her
which was only one less than the first trip and with the exception of
schedule called for. On Aug. 6, 1898 the year 1901 while pilot of the
when she arrived at Rockland she City of Rockland, had been with
had 515 passengers, the largest list the ship since she was launched.
that ever came from Boston to From the time Capt. Arey took
Maine on any Boston boat.
charge in the Spring of 1902 the
On April 24. 1899, the City cf
boat never lost a trip on account of
Bangor left Boston for Penobscot weather and was never more than
ports and a heavy storm came up four hour, late at any time.
at about 880 at night, after the
On Sept. 28. 1902, In the dense
boat was a 40 minute run northeast
fog
she struck Monhegan Island
of Thatcher’s Island The wind was
and was damaged so badly that
so severe that it was impossible to
turn about, so Capt. Ingraham kept Capt Arey didn't deem it safe to
her directly into the wind and at continue his trip to Rockland, so
the mud flats of
times it seemed as though every ,put. ,the boat on
_
„
_
,
dip would be the last. During the Lobster Cove. Spruce Head. One of
six hours between Thatcher's Island the boats was launched and severBuoy and Monhegan Island Capt.!
trees
ch°PPed and cut
Ingraham went to the engine room | ^h. ?
. ^at
be
eight times, knowing that if any placed under her wide guards so
thing < even a hot box) went wrong that when the tide left the ship
could not list. This work was car
their last chance was gone The
water washed over the bow and al ried on in a very successful way
though the canvas shutters were and the boat was in no way in
placed over the windows on the jured during thn. process and tiie
mam deck forward she took water hole in her keel was patched with
into the salon, soon after passing canvas in such a way that the
Monhegan tlie situation became steamer was safely taken to Bos
less severe and she was landed at ton for repairs. The many passen
Rockland at about 6 a. m. which gers on the boat were transferred
went into Capt. Ingraham’s scrap to the steamers Catherine and
book as the roughest passage he Mount Desert which were waiting
ever made between Boston and the arrival of the Boston boat at
their wharf in Rockland when the
Rockland.
The sen-ice that the City of Ban accident took place. They were all
gor gave to the company and the landed in Rockland in safety.
When Capt. Arey gave hi. report
public was so efficient that in 1900
the company placed a contract for of tlie accident he said that after
Island his
another steamer, the City of Rock leaving Thatcher's
land, which was to be built on the steamer took a direct course for
same lines as the City of Bangor Monhegan island and then for
and that ship was to be ready for MussellRidge Channel. Manana fog
whistle was heard aboard the Ban
service in the Summer of 1901.
Capt. Ingraham remained master gor and believed to be on the
of the City of Bangor until June starboard bow. The log indicated 81
18. 1901. when he was placed in miles from Thatcher’s and that he
charge of the City of Rockland believed that the ship was one nulc
During the se-.-en years that Capt. from Monhegan and was ready
Ingraham had charge of this boat, to give the signal to change his
not a life was lost nor did any ac course when the crash came and his
handsome craft had truck on
cident take place.
In the Summer of 1901 Capt. Monhegan after successfully sailing
Marcus Pierce of Hampden, the this route for nine years without
second captain of the line, and who trouble. When the City of Bangor
had been master of the Penobscot, reached dry' dock at the Atlantic
took charge of the City of Bangor, Works. Ea t Boston, it was found
and he along with many other peo- that six of her timber were broplc belcived the City of Bangor to, ken an9 *t was 12 days before the
be the best looking and smartest rhip was able to resume her posteamer that had ever sailed be- sition on the line The boat finished
tween Boston and Maine ports.
■ 4he season of 1902 in a very sucCapt. Pierce remained in charge cessful way and in spite of the acof this boat fer one season, during cident had earned the gTeatc t
which time the boat met her first revenue that was ever earned by
mishap While entering Boston
company that season.
Harbor. June 23, 1901. the boat ran
In the following year on May 16
into a naptha launch and two or in the dense fog the City of
the five passengers in the small Bangor met her second accident
boat lost their lives. Other than for At about 6.22 a. m when leaving
this accident the sh<> continued to Rockland Harbor the boat ran into

Rockland Breakwater while making
abcut 11 knots per hour and caused
enough damage to the port paddle
box that it was necessary to put
the boat on the railway at East
Bo ton on arrival. In May the
City of Bangor returned to the
Bangor line under Capt. William
Roix, who had been first pilot on
the City of Rockland. Capt. Roix
had the very best of luck with the
ship and business steadily in
creased to beth freight and passenger departments.
In the spring of 1905 the com
pany decided to put thiee captains
on the line, each working 20 days
and laying off 10. At this time Mar
cus Pierce was to be the regular
captain of the City of Rockland,
and Capt. Roix was assigned to the
City of Bangor, and Capt. Ezra
Curtis who had been first pilot!
under Capt. Pierce on the City ot
,
*
,
land nroc
Rockland,
was to 'no
be rn!
relief captain,
working the first ten days of each
month on the City of Rockland,
laying over one day and taking the
City of Bangor for ten days and
then going home for the remainder
of the month.
(To be continued)

Foods Plentiful
There’s no pat answer to the
puzzle of what to serve during
February a month that includes the
start of Lent, Valentine’s Day. and
the birthdays of two Presidents.
Be ides special-menus for these
events, the homemaker must plan
for the customary three meals a
day. Next month will see her
scouring the markets for foods to
go into dishes ranging from the
standard and staple to the festive
and frivolous.
Foods included by the U. S. De
partment cf Agriculture on its
February list of plentiful lor the
Northeast are varied enough to
meet these needs. Such items as
fish, cottage cheese, and peanu;
butter will have special int. res;
during Lent Produce and poultry
will offer further variety for the
February shopper, as will eggs and
honey.
Of items on the list, UEDA sug
gests four for special attention
during the month: potatoes, apples,
grapefruit, (fresh and processed)
and oranges (fresh and precessed.)
Plentiful stocks of potatoes and
apples from 1950 crops assure an
abundance at produce markets next
month. High-level
orange and
grapefruit production will put lots
of fresh fruit into the bins.- Gro
cery shelves will offer processed
grapefruit and orange products—
including canned orange juice and
frozen concentrate—in large vol
ume
Two extra-tasty vegetables—on
ions and sauerkraut—will also be
in excellent supply next month.
For meatless dishes, horntniakers
can draw on current large stocks of

The Pirates are lower than a
Ducks instep last Monday night
and as a result the Ducks were
able to walk all over them, winning
two of the three strings and three
cf the four points. After the high
scoring spree the Pirates had last
week everybody thought they were
gcing to be hard to get, but as the
man said. “Everything that goes up
must come down,” so verily it
happeneth to the Pirates.
In the second string Joe Nelson
get them hitting in the groove and
piled up a sweet 116 string, which
aided and abetted by Poole’s 104
just about sunk the Pirates for
the evening Every Duck thought
everything was ducky except Cap
tain Ducky himself, for his 244 was
the low of the evening, and when
Captain Ducky is low man he
closes up like a clam and it's aw
fully hard for him to smile.
But lie had some distinguished
company, (or at the close of the
second string Capta.n Vic Shields
on looking over his team's score
which showed every man in the 80’s
and a string total of 419 was heard
to mutter "We’re just a bunch of
leusy bowlers and I am the lousiest
one of the bunch.”
But Captain Vic snapped out of
lt in time to get a 106 in his Last
effort and make a respectable 273.
Hen Anderson was In the finest
kind of health and as a result his
bowling score was down, and so
Henry won't be able to get really
going untill he has the epizootic
again. Score No. 1:
Ducks—Miller. 216; Drew, 250;
Nelson, 207; Poole, 288; Ducky, 244;
total, 1325.
Pirates—Bickford, 249; Loveless.
255; Anderson. 352; Peterson, 263;
Shields, 273; total. 1292.

A fine example of how little one
can rely on past performances
showed up in Wednesday night's
match between the Pirates and
the Worms. The Worms had been
going great guns and had two wins
and no defeats until they met the
Pirates, who by their poor showing
cn Monday night looked to be set
upBut by bowling 102 pins more on
Wednesday than they do on Mon
days the Pirates brought forth a
total of 1394, the best team total of
the yea;-, while he Worms, bowling
some 100 odd pins less the third
week in January than they do in
the second week in January, sunk
to a low of 1273, making a net dif
ference, as any schoolboy can fig
ure out, of 121 pins, which is quite
a difference on any scoreboard.
Shields rocketed out of his slump
with a 112 and again 115 right off
the bat, and while he slipped to an
84 in his last string his total of
311 was a standout above the
others. Hen Anderson, taking a
little medicine for his stomach’s
sake, was able to stave off a bad
six-ll and place second with a 293
and with Loveless and Peterson in
their pitching all the tune the over
whelmed Worms had a hard time
indeed.
Another standout was Cap’n
Grimes 68 string and total of 221,
which placed him so far in the cel
lar they had to get a flashlight to
find him. Captain Wymie as he left
for home was heard to say "There
is just this much about it. I'm all
done trying to prognosticate. From
one night to another you can t tell
one cam thing that is going to
happen in bowling.”
Pirates—Bickford. 238;
Loveless,
282; Andersen. 293; Peterson, 270;
Shields, 311; total 1394.
Worms—Grimes, 221; RAF, 282;
Nelson for Mills, 251: Sanborn, 249;
Wymie, 270; total 1273.

frozen fish fillets. Shrimp, both
fresh and frozen, suggests another
treat for Lenten or routine menus.
Canned fish likely to be in ample
supply next month will include
tuna, sardines and mackerel?
Poultry products round out this
list of plentiful. Turkeys, broil
ers, and fryers will all reach Feb
ruary markets in volume. Eggs will
be available for use in a wide va
riety of nourishing appealing
dishes.
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men and women,

C married
tn
or single, get cash
promptly at Pcwnal.

»,poy
Monthly

Don’t bo now unnecessarily,
but if a loan will enable you to
get a fresh start -pay medical
or dental bills—fix car or home—
t
- n pay old bills—come
/ in or phone today.

1 S Mos.
20 Mos.*
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Gladys S. Heistad

Several calls have come in to
me expressing interest in what I
taid about "Die Fledermaus" and
Patrice Munsel in last week's col
umn. particularly since the broad
cast from the Metropolitan Opera
House on that very Saturday after
noon happened to be Fledermaus
and Patrice Munsel sang “The
Laughing Song" on a Sunday night
program. (You will also recall that
Lily Pons sang the Laughing Seng
on the Telephone Hour on Mon
day night of that week—I think wc
will all agree that Miss Munsel
was happier in the selection than
Miss Pons.)
One who called after listening
to the opera remarked: I wonder
what Patrice Munsel wears in the
epera.” Thanks to a copy of Opera
News which was in my mail a few
days ago I can give this informa
tion:
"Adele, the Eisenstein’s maid.
(Miss Munsel) makes her entrance
in a short dress of black and white
checked taffeta, with a white or
gandy jblbbed apren. In the mas
querade she ls gorgeous In scarlet
velvet,
trimmed
with
sequin
flounces and a heavy bustle and
train. A cascade of feathers rises
from her dark curls.”
MLss Munsel in an interview
with a representative from the NewYork Times said: "I love everything
about Fledermaus' and especially
my role of Adele. I adore playing
her; I can’t wait for the next per
formance. I believe Fledermaus'
has been a revalation to all con
cerned with it. The audiences are
responsive, excited in their seats
before the curtain goes up ana
stay there until the last curtain
call.”
The young soprano had never
sung in light opera until two sea
sons ago, when she appeared in a
Summer production of "Naughty
Marietta" for two weeks with the
Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera As
sociation. Last Summer she sang in
the Los Angeles Civic Light Opera
production of “Rose Marie." Her
engagement lasted eight weeks,
and she sang eight performances a
week. Miss Munsel feels that those
light opera experiences proved in
valuable for
the forthcoming
”Fledermaus." She learned a great
deal about comedy, direction, tim
ing and audiences.
Miss Munsel, though only in her
mid-twenties, is relatively an oldtimer at the Metropolitan. She won
the Auditions of the Air competi
tion in 1943. and a contract im
mediately followed. When she made

her debut as Philline in - Mignon"
on Dec. 4, 1943. she was not yet 18
years old, and was the youngest
singer ever engaged by the house.
Her favorite roles are Adele (of
course!) Zerl.na, Lucia, and Lakme
She would love to add Violetta and
Mimi to her Metropolitan roles,
also Magda in "La Rondine." She
ls also thinking abcut giving a
New York concert next year, her
program to consist entirely of
French and American contempor
ary music.
She is especially fond cf Poulenc
songs and of Samuel Barber's vocal
music. There is in the back of her
mind an added incentive for giv
ing a New York recital—"Now that
I’ve done Adele," she says, “every
body seems to consider me as a
comedienne. I don’t want to be
typed as a comedienne—I’ll have
to be careful."
• • • •
Johann Strauss (the Younger
as he was called), achieved the
crowning success of his life with
"Die Fledermaus." A truly in
spired
score
which
somehow
breathes of joy and a fragrant
freshness. Yet when the first 75
years of the life of ‘Fledermaus’
are considered, we find it hard to
imagine that this music should
ever fail to charm its hearers. We
may look backward with nostalgia
upon the days when it was pos
sible fo create such light-hearted
music. However, we learn with sur
prise that those days were any
thing but light hearted; in fact,
the premiere of "Die Fledermaus”
almost fell a victim to the upheav
als cf the time.
On May 1, 1873, Vienna's great
World's Fair was opened by Em
peror Francis Joseph. The sponsor.-,
of the Fair worked a long time to
arouse interest for it at home and
abroad. But foreign investors soon
sensed that the many banking
houses in Austria were unsound, in
dustrial progress had been slow.
Only nine days after the opening
of the World’s Fair, the stock ex
change collapsed. On that memor
able "Black Friday" mere than
half of Vienna was wiped out fin
ancially. It was only a year after
this season of desperation that
the oay strains of Fledermaus were
sounded for the first time.
The ill-timed spectacle of grisettes, idlers, tipplers, and reveller
cn the stage almost gave a deliber
ate air of affront, and after no
more than sixteen performances
the work was withdrawn from the
boards. By a roundabout journey

are tlie late composer's Fourth Pi
ano Concerto, the Variations on a
Theme by Corelli; the Rhapsody
on a theme by Paganini: the Sym
phony No. 3; the Symphonic Dan
ces, and several piano pieces. Much
hitherto unpublished biographical
material will now become available
lo scholars.
• • • •
It is always of interest to learn
what youngsters are doing in mu
sic. A recent item states that the
children who attend the young peo
ple’s concerts of the New York
Philharmonic Symphony have de
veloped into an audience of quiz
kids. At a recent concert, directed
by Igor Buketoff, Mr. Buketoff was
not able to stumpt them once—they
answered all the questions put to
ihem. and some of them were not (
childish by any means.
The soloist at this particular con
cert was 8-year-old Susan Starr of
whom I have spoken before as she
is a student with Eleanor Sokoloff
at Curtis Institute of Music. (Mrs.
Sokoloif was a member of Rock
port'; music colony, with her hus
band, Vladimar Sokoloff, the well
known pianist who has for many
' ears been accompanist for Efram
Zimbalist. Both Mr. and Mrs. So
koloff have many friends formed
during these Summer sojourns at
Rockport.) Susan is the daughter
of Isidore Schwarz, a violinist of
the Philadelphia Orchestra.
The review said the little girl
stood no higher than the heads of
the seated instrumentalists when
'he trade her way to the big piano
in the center of the orchestra. But
she attacked it like a veteran. The
tone wa big and the rhythm sure.
The child could hardly reach the *
pedals so there was little shading;
but there were inflections from
loud to soft that showed a musical
nature, in addition to the prodi
gious digital skill for one so young.
The work she played was the final
movement of Beethoven's First Pianc Concerto. Wow!

NORTH WALDOBORO
William Gibson was dinner
guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
John V. Ghighi.
*
John V. Ghighi is spending this
week in Portland and Boston on a
T-V inspection trip.
Quite a few from North Waldo
boro attended the Finnish and
American Dance at Union Satur
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Roy and
daughter Judith of Union was guest
Sunday of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Smith.
Constance Cooper cf Rockland
will organize a Farm Bureau at
North Waldoboro. Anyone inter
ested will meet at Mrs. Everett
White's Friday night, Jan. 26, at
7.30.
Maude Mank was a caller Sun
day afternoon at Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Dean’s.
Miss Joan Robinson spent tlie
week-end with Velma Orff at Jef
ferson.
.
Mrs.

HIGH-TEST

Saves You up to 2/ a Gallon
over Premium Priced Gasoline
Gives You Fast Starts
in Sub-Zero Weather:

Here’s how to help your car's engine leap into instant life at
first touch ot the starter; FILL YOVR GAS TANK WITH SEN

SATIONAL Bi t E

SUNOCO—the

gasoline

that’s

SPECIALLY

refined to give quick starts . . . fast warm-ups . . . constant hightest performance. And don't forget . . . you save up to 2c a gallon
over premium priced gasolines with BLUE SUNOCO.

J&rtsmal

To our many Friends and Custom
ers in Rockland and surrounding
area:

IOANS $1000 AND LESS on signature, furniture, car
TMP
^ployed

by

that took in Berlin. Paris, London
and New York, Fledermaus event
ually came
home
again—the
achivement of an era.
Today no one looks upon this
work of Johann Strauss as a friv
olous exhibition, for in it we finu
not cnly an abounding exuberance
but a tender sadness, not less beau
tiful because it wears a smile.
• • • •
We learn that Giovanni Bagarotti, eminent violinist, is to give
a concert at an assembly at Uni
versity rff
Maine
Wednesday
morning, Feb. 14. Bagarotti. accom
panied by his wife who is his pian
ist. comes to the University under
the arts pre gram of the Associa
tion of American Colleges. He will
be on the campus two days during
which he will give an informal re
cital, probably cn Feb. 15. ana
will meet with one or more music
classes. What a wonderful priv
ilege!
Also from the Music Department
a folder comes announcing forth
coming eients, shown below:
Feb. 18: Brass Ensemble and
Madrigal Singers March 23: Con
cert by the University Band. April
15: String Ensemble, April 27;
Music Night"—Mu Alpha Epsilon;
May 13: Ensemble Groups—Con
temporary Music. May 25: "Pops
Concert”—Chcru.- and Orchestra.
tan. 9, a sell-out audience in St.
Petersburg, Fla., thrilled to the
Southwestern premiere of 'Song ol
Norway." It marked the initial of
fering in a 13-week music circus
season, the offerings to be pre
sented in a spacious tent set up on
Treasure Island overlooking the
Gulf of Mexico. A touch of local in
terest is that Dorothy MaoNeil,
well known to many people in this
section through Summer appear
ances at the Samoset Hotel and as
solcist at the Rockland First Bap
tist Church, was starred in "Song
of Norway."
• » » •
The City of Milan is holding an
all-day observance today marking
the 50th anniversary of the death
of Verdi cn Jan. 27, 1901. The
first event is a performance of the
"Pezzi Sacri" in the Cathedral this
morning, followed by a procession
of homage to the composer's tomb.
Next will come the opening of an
exhibition of scenic designs for
Verdi operas, and in the evening
the Requiem will be sung at La
Scala. Following this one-day ob
servance in Milan, commemorative
events will take place throughout
Italy for the remainder of the year,
among them to be performances of
"Falstaff” and "Macbeth" at Busseto, close to the composer's birth
place.
• • » •
The Library of Congres. has re
ceived from Mrs. Sergei Rachman
inoff the large collection of auto
graph manuscripts, letters, and
other memorabilia that comprise
the Rachmaninoff Archives.
Included in this collecticn which
is expected to be exhibited in 1951
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